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PREFACE
This project is under the supervision of Professor Ivan I. Mueller,
Department of Geodetic Science at The Ohio State University, Columbus,
and it is under the technical direction of Air. Jaines L. Dragg, ".'lapping
Sciences Laboratory, NASA/MSC, Houston, Texas. The contract is
administered by the Space Sciences Procurement Branch, NASA/MSC,
Houston, Texas.
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1. INTRODUCTION
This investigation on the establishment of selenodetic control is
proceeding in two phases:
(1) state of the art study and definition of objectives,
(2) investigations on selected objectives.
The first phase, the state of the art study, covers the following major
systems or areas:
—Lunar Orbiter and Apollo photography
—Apollo navigation
—problems associated with the motion of the moon (ephemeris, libration,
etc.)
—problems associated with lunar orbit determination and the gravity
field of the moon
—earth-based selenodetic information
—various other observational systems useful for selenodesy (laser
ranging, three-inch metric camera, radar mapping, VLBI, etc.)
This first phase of the study, accomplished during the summer of 1969,
resulted in this document which is presented in the form of the proceedings
of the meeting held at the Manned Spacecraft Center on August 28-29, 1969,
with the following present: Robert McLean, Dean C. Merchant, Ivan I. Mueller,
Haim B. Papo, Narendra K. Sa.Yena, and Harry J. Sweet of OSU; and
James L. Dragg, Robert O. Hill, Richard L. Nance, Paul E. Norman,
Gary L. Ransford, and Wilbur R. Wollenhaupt of NASA. The purpose of
the report is not only to summarize the state of the art but also to bring
under one cover the relevant bibliography which is gene - Ily available only
1
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in a very diversified form and is difficult to find. A second purpose of :his
document is to serve as a source of information for the second phase of
the study. Since it was felt that the usefulness of the publication would
be found in its early availability, expedition was preferred over a finished
product customarily expected within scientific circles.
Each section consists of a report on the state of the art, the bibliog-
raphy unearthed during the study, and those portions of the ensuing discus-
sion which revealed information not contained in the literature.
2
2. LUNAR ORBITER PHOTOGRAPHY
2.1 Report by H. J. Sweet, III
2. 11 Introduction
During the period between August 1966 and August 1967, five Lunar
Orbiter missions successfully achieved their objectives of obtaining broad
photographic coverage of the lunar surface. The objectives of the first
three Orbiters were primarily designed for the selection of primary and
secondary landing sites for the astronauts of subsequent Apollo missions
[2. 16-2.28, 2.30, 2.32, 2.431. The primary objectives of Lunar Orbiter
missions IV and V were, respectively
(a) 'To perform a broad systematic photographic survey of lunar
surface features in order to increase the scientific luiowledge
of their nature, origin, and processes, and to serve as a basis
for selecting sites for more detailed scientific study by subsequent
orbital and landing missions.
(b)To obtain ... photography of selected, scientifically interesting
areas on the front Lind far sides of the moon, and supplemental
photography of candidate Apollo sites.
Secondary objectives for all missions included the provision to provide
the means for precision trajectory information for improving the definition
of the lunar gravitational field, to provide certain measurements in the
lunar environment for spacecraft performance analysis, and, in the case of
Lunar Orbiter V, to provide the vehicle for exercising and evaluating the
Manned Space Flight Network (MSFN) (tracking capability) as well as the
Apollo Orbit Determination Program. Missions I, II, and III were placed
in generally equatorial orbits while missions IV and and V utilized near
polar orbits. In most cases photography commenced on the initial ellipses
and continued through its completion in the final, or programmed, orbital
path. Table 2.1 lists the significant orbital parameters, the dates, and
the number of frames exposed for each Lunar Orbiter mission [2.48].
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Table 2. 1
Orbital Parameters of Lunar Orbiters
MiAon I II I1I IV V
First Ellipse 8/14/66 ' 1/10/66 2/8/67 5/8/67 8/5/67
Apolune 1850 kin 1871 kin kin kin km
Perilune 199 km 196 kin kin kin km
Inclination 12.10 120 210 850 85°
Frames 1-42 None None All frames 5-22
Second Ellipse 8/21/66 11/16/66 2/12/67 — 8/7/67
Apolune 1853 kin km 1847 kin 6067 km
Perilune 57.9 kin km 55 kin 100 km
Inclination 12.30 12.20 20.90 — 8.5°
Frames 43-133 All frames All frames 24-30
Third Ellipse 8/26166 — — — I	 8/9/67
Apolune 1856.7 km — — — 1498 km
Perilune 40.5 km — — — 100 km
Inclination 12.00 - — — 850
Frames 134-215 31-216
Start of Photography 8/18/66 11/18/66 2/15/67 5/10/67 8/6/67
End of Photography 8/29/66 11/25/66 2/23/67 1	 5/13/67 8/19/67
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2. 12 Spacecraft Subsystems
Most significant of per .inent spacecraft subsystems applicable to the
photographic mission included the photo subsystem; the onboard computer
(command control and programmer) for receipt of real time commands,
storage (if desired), confirmation, and execution of programmed, stored,
or receipted commands for photographic operations; sun/canopus sensors
with as;aciated gyro inertial system for orientation and attitude control;
and the communications subsystem for command receipt, transmission of
telemetry and photographic readout.
The photographic subsystem in all five missions consisted of two
cameras which were designed to simultaneously expose two distinct frames
on a common roll film supply. The medium resolution lens was a nominal
80 mm focal length, wide angle, Schneider Xenotar lens with a between-the-
lens shutter. The high resolution lens was a Pacific Optical Company
Paxoramic narrow angie (telephoto) lens of a nominal 610 mm focal length
with a focal plane :shutter. Both lenses operated at a fixed aperture of
f/5.6 with selectable shutter speeds of .04, .02, and .01 second. A mirror
in the optical path of the high resolution lens resulted in a reversal of the
imagery of all high resolution frames with respect to the imagery of the
medium resolution frames. Neither lens was of photogrammetric quality.
The image of the high resolution coverage was a region 16.6 x 4.1 km
centered in the medium resolution coverage of a 31.6 x 37.4 km area.
These respective coverages anticipated a resolution of one meter for the
610 :nm lens and 8 m for the 80 mm lens at a nominal altitude of 46 knn.
The film utilized was 70 mm Kodak high definition aerial film SO-243
which was slow, fine grain film of ASA 1.6. It was preprinted with edge
data that included gray scales, resolution bars, linearity scales, and
identification. Additionally, space was available on which to expose a binary
code system which would indicate camera on-time (opening of 80 mm lens)
:n  terms of spacecraft clock time. Subsequent to Lunar Orbiter 1, a
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pre-exposed reseau mark grid was included on the film. The pattern provided
a means of determining and correcting distortions of the photographic image
resulting after exposure; however, it ,vould not reveal distortions associated
with the camera optics.
In operation the thermal door would open uncovering the camera lens.
The velocity-height sensor that tracks a portion of the 610 mm lens image of
the surface would activa"- oroviding a signal to the image motion compensation
(II14C) system. The film would be clamped to the platen and vacuum flattened.
The image motion compensation clutch would be engaged and while the shutter
was open the platen would move proportional to ground speed at the sensed
spacecraft motion over the ground in order to eliminate smear on the
exposure. The film would proceed through a looper system to the Kodak
Ba1AT processor-drier. In this unit utilizing Kodak BB1AT SO-111 the
exposed film was developed, fixed, dried; and the negative image provided
was ready for readout.
The readout procesG consisted of converting the optical density
variations of the imagery of the 1 ',otographic negative into analog electrical
voltage signals by the photo-video chain for transmission to earth by the
telemetry subsystem [2.601. This was accomplished by focusing the image of
an oscillating spot of light of a line scan tube on the film in the readout gate.
The spot image moved longitudinally (on the film) 2.67 inm and the scanner
moved normal to the film after each scan. The resulting "framelet" had a
raster of 16,539 lines across 57 mm of the film width. Upon completion of
a framelet the film moved 2.54 'tun and the scan commenced in the reverse
direction across the film. The beam of light was modulated by the image
density as it passed through the film. The modulation then was 'etected by
a photo-multiplier tube with its associated optics. The resulting analog
signal was amplified; timing and s3 nchronization pulses were added forming
a composite video signal for transmission to earth.
By command the camera could be sequenced to take one, four, eight,
or sixteen consecutive exposures over a target site on an orbital pass. The
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interval between these exposures could be selected either as "short time"
of 2.2 seconds or "long time" of 8.8 seconds duration.
The fast repetition rate provided continuous high resolution coverage
with a nominal forward overlap of 5%, and an 87% nominal forward overlap for
the medium resolution photography. The slow repetition rate provided no
high resolution photography overlap, but a nominal 50% overlap for the medium
resolution. Contiguous high resolution coverage would be obtained by repeating
the pattern on successive orbits, and high resolution and medium resolution
stereo coverage was augmented by repeating the pattern on alternate orbits
in a few instances.
The preceding coverages apply to Lunar Orbiters I, II, and III based
on a nominal altitude of 46 km. Lunar Orbiter IV provided, with its
significantly greater perilune altitude and concomitant camera sequencing,
high resolution photography with approximately 15% overlap; Orbiter V
provided overlaps similar to the first three missions with the exception of
the fast sequence high resolution photography which was contiguous rather
than overlapping.
2. 13 Ground F .bsystems
The ground reconstruction electronics (GRE) provided the means for
converting the received composite video signal back into photographic imagery
[2.60]. The GhE consisted of several racks of electronics, a constant speed
movie camera, electronics for synchronization, signal processing and display.
Also provided were an integral test signal generator, a test signal monitoring
system, and several test, aiignment, calibration, and interlock features. A
FR 900 video tape recorder with ancillary equipment was included. There
were M-o of these equipments at each Deep Space Instrumentation Facility
(DSIF) and others at Kodak, Boeing, Langley, and the Eastern Test Range.
Addiiionally, there is one available on site at the Manned Spacecraft Center
at Houston, 'Texas [1.58]. However, the exact condition and operational
capability- of the latter is unknown.
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In operation, before readout commences the electrical scar, is started
in the spacecraft in the "focus stop" position which is in that part of the edge
data containing the diagonal resolution pattern [1. 601. Focus is adjusted until
the waveform is optimized by command to the spacecraft. The gain is adjusted
so that a specified range of density (1.3 to 0.3) on the spacecraft film corres-
ponds to a given voltage range (0 - 5) of the video signal amplitude from the
scanner. When adjustment is completed a film density of 1.3 or greater
representing "black level" or zero volts produces a zero video signal, and
0.3 density on the 70 mm film represents " rhite level" or a video signal
amplitude of 5.0 volts. In transmission the incoming composite video signal
is stripped of its synchronization pulse in the GRE and fed to a video signal
processor whose output is displayed on a kinescope tube. From the kinescope
tube the signal is photographically recorded by a precise, continuous, slow
speed drive movie camera on special order 35 mm Kodak SO-349 television
recording film. This is the same television recorc - ng film as Kodak 5374,
but with different sprocket hole spacing. In this process the photographic
image is enlarged by a factor of approximately 7.2. The 35 mm film is then
batch processed in units provided to each Deep Space Instrumentation Facility
(and test sites). These processors are supplied with a sensitometer to provide
calibrated exposures or. test film in order to insure that the correct temperature,
j!
	
	
speed, and replenishment rate can be determined. A 35 mm quality evaluation
viewer (QEV) permits viewing, precision dimensional measurements,
appropriate density measurements, and a means for examination of surface
scratches, etc. The auxiliary ground reconstruction equipment (AGRETE)
provides special test signals and measurement equipment for GRE alignment
and testing.
The reassembly printer produces by conventional photographic projection
printing a positive 9.5 inch film record from the 35 min film. Since the
framelets of the primary record are reversed, the reassembly provides two
.	 f
vertical, rear illuminated film gates. The film travels through A-gate,
bends over, and proceeds down through B-gate with the emulsion side toward
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the lens in A-gate and away from the lens in B-gate. As a result, when two
flash tubes are fired from the reassembly- printer reference, the A and B
framelets are printed nearly simultaneously with the correct orientation.
The framelet image is projected onto the Kodak aerographic duplicating film,
Type 5427, with a Goertz Artar f/11 lens of eleven inch focal length. The
process demagnifies the GRE film by a factor of .893. The modulation transfer
function of this lens and the response of Type 5426 film, in terms of resolution,
have resulted in little degradation from the process of reconstruction and
reassembly, provided density and contrast controls were maintained. The
reconstructed framelets were then reassembled to form the complete
photograph. It required approximately 28 fra_melets for a wide angle photograph
and 96 for the telephoto.
Photographs from the five Lunar Orbiter missions are available in
several forms, including those that have been photographically- enhanced
and/or enlarged from the National Space Science Data Center [2.12]. These
photographs have been produced by Kodak, Boeing, Army -Map Service (AMS,
now TOPOCOM), and NASA Langley Research Center.
2.14 Calibration of the Photo Systems
- Calibration of the Lunar Orbiter photo subsystems (lenses and
cameras) was performed by several organizations [2.3-2.6, 2. 12, 2. 32, 2. 46,
2.581. Although as previously noted neither lens was of photogrammetric
quality, the Fairchild Company did certify the 80 mm lens for calibrated
focal length, radial and tangential distortion as measured along two diagonals
at 0° and 81° in terms of angular settings on the collimation test bench.
Further, the point of symmetry of distortion with respect to the principle
point of autocollimation and the midpoint of the line connecting fiducials
b143a and M44a of the medium resolution camera was located. This was com-
pleted in accordance with Mil-Standn rd 150A. Bolsey Associates calibrated
the high resolution focal plane shutters.
The bulk of calibration was performed, however, by the IT. S. Air
Forte Aeronautical Chart and Information Center (ACIC) [2.3-2.6]. In
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general this included the camera format reference system to derive focal
plane coordinates for recorded photographic image points. To achieve this
"sawtooth" fiducial calibration data and, in the case of Lunar Orbiters II
through V, the preprinted reseau patterns were utilized. The "sawtooth"
notches in the edge of the camera frame along opposite sides of the format
provided the basic reference system.
These reference marks on plates from controlled exposures were
numbered systematically and comparator measurements on each mark were
repeated several times. These independent observations were combined
through a linear transformation to derive a mean set of coordinate values.
The origin of the coordinates was translated to the principle point of auto-
collimat:on for the 80 mm lens and to the mean of all sawtooth positions
(approximate frame center) for the 610 mm lens, since no principle point
calibrations were conducted on it. The reseau pattern was comparator
measured and coordinates were established.
In order to related the established coordinate system and calibration
corrections of the platen locked position to actual flight photography, values
were determined for the displacement resulting from movement introduced
by the image motion compensation system and the angular displacement of
the optical axes of the two lens systems. Additionally, test exposures of
sine wave targets were measured on a Mann data micro-analyzer to derive
signal modulation transfer function (MTF) for each target frequency. A
leader containing a Goldstone test target pattern was included on each
mission and prelaunch readouts were conducted to analyze the modulation
transfer function. The possibility of in-flight readout was available. No
recorded results were recovered from MSC, Houston.
Duane Brown Associates (DBA) provided supplementary calibration
data, and Ohio State University is currently contracted to analyze and evaluate
calibration data as well as to investigate the possibility of providing new or
improved data [2.58].
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Additionally, some photometric calibration was performed. This
included axial light transmittance and off-axis illumination of the lens or lenses
and determination of system veiling glare [2.3-2.6, 2. 17, 2.30, 2.32, 2.461.
2.15 Photo Support Data
Subsequent to each Lunar Orbiter flight the Boeing Company, the prime
contractor, published the Post Mission Photo Supporting Data in five volumes
to define the location of each picture taken during the flight [2.40, 2.44, 2.451.
Each volume produces a consistent set of photo locations. However, comparison
of coverage from different missions of the same area indicated typical dis-
crepancies of about 5 km. Additionally, photos plotted on lunar maps regularly
indicated a downtrack prediction error.
Briefly, the sequence of generating the photo support data began with
the process of orbit determination which requires a combination of numerous,
complex operations including tracking data editing, least squares minimizing,
trajectory prediction, etc. The techniques used in these operations are
utilized in the computer program ODPL supplied for the Lunar Orbiter project
by the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL). This program provided the basis
for generating the support data. Inputs to this program included the JPL
planetary ephemeris (DE 19), the lunar gravitational potential as a set of	 f
spherical harmonic coefficients provided by Langley Research Center, and all
available two-way and three-way Doppler tracking data. One category of ODPL
output was the map time reports that include the epoch of the data arc,
selenocentric spacecraft state vector at epoch, and selenographic orbital
parameters corresponding to the state vector solution. This output is used
as input to the computer photo evaluation program (EVAL). F.dditional
inputs consisted of attitude maneuvers, exposure times, lunar radii, and
camera field of view. The output of EVAL was the photo support data.
In October 1967 Boeing commenced work to determine photo locations
to a greater accuracy. This investigation was in three general categories:
(1) spacecraft hardware data, (2) orbit determination, and (3) celestial
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environ-nent. The results of this investigation published in October 1968
reduced the discrepancies for average photo locations at prime sites to about
2. 5 km to 1.0 km [1.44, 1.53-1.571. The improvement was largely due to
incre accurate orbit determination, but significant results were achieved by
improving measurement accuracy, attitude maneuver angles, and camera
on-times.
Although this Boeing "Lunar Orbiter Improved Photo Support Data"
provides the basis for most triangulation procedures, Langley Research
Center has published a version as well as ACIC in conjunction with JPL for
mission IV [2.58, 2.701.
2.16 Data Analysis
The bulk of data analysis has been carried out by the U. S. Army
Topographic Command (TOPOCOM) and ACIC, although a significant amount
has been done by the Mapping Sciences Branch of MSC, Houston, for research
and development as well as for vari ous specific purposes. TOPOCOM uses
the (,Raytheon) Autometric Lunar Orbiter Multiple Station Analytical Triangu-
lation (LOMUSAT) program and the following DBA programs: Lunar Orbiter
Strip Analytical Triangulation (LOSAT), Lunar Orbiter Analytical Pass-Point
Triangulation (LOAPPT), Lunar Orbiter Mean Site Determination (LORMS),
and Lunar Orbiter Block Analytical Trianguki tion (LOBAT). ACIC utilizes
DBA programs exclusively. Mapping Sciences Branch at MSC has both
types, but reductions thus far have utilized only the LOMUSAT program (DBA
programs not yet operational at MSC).
LOMt1SAT is a comprehensive program for the simultaneous aero-
tr. iangulation of a large block of photographs by least squares technique [2. 10,
2.38, 2.391. It consists of five principle parts: (1) comparator observations 	 i
preprocessor, (2) photo coordinate correction routine, (3) aerotr iangulation
and passpoint intersection, (4) analyses of results, and (5) error propagation.
This program is a modification of the earlier MUSAT program. Basically,
the only significant changes were to introduce a preprocessing section to 	 f
handle the special problems of Lunar Orbiter photography and to extend the
12
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scope of the post-triangulation error analysis section.
The UBA LOSAT program performs a rigorous simultaneous least
squares adjustment of a strip of Lunar Orbiter photography with all exposure
stations in terms of orbital parameters confined to lie on a common orbital
arc [2.33]. It may exercise a priori dynamic restraints produced by external
trackers and a priori angular data produced by auxiliary sensors. Moreover,
it possesses an optional, internal editing capability. LOBAT effects the
simultaneous adjustment of two or more strips of photography which possess
some degree of common coverage. It is similar to LOSAT and possesses a
program recovery or restart capability. This program has not been
extensivel: , used. LOA PPT, which uses exposure station positions and
orientation angles from LOSAT or LOBAT, permits additional passpoints not
carried in a rigorous strip or block reduction to be triangulated.
Past employment of these programs has enjoyed variable success in
producing improved relative accuracies of coordinates of lunar features.
Current efforts have been toward improving lunar geodetic control through the
use of Lunar Orbiter IV photography with its extensive coverage [2.2, 2.701.
This direction has indicated some promise. This area has been explored by
ACIC, TOPOCOM, and is currently being investigated on site at MSC, Houston.
These efforts have thus far culminated in determining relative positions
to a standard error of about 50 m to 100 m for an 8-exposure photo burst to
1 km to 2 km for strip and block reductions [2.61]. However, it would appear
that further improvement of a significant nature must wait on the improvement
of the existing photo support data where the following sources of error are
recognized [2.12]:
State vectors: Errors due to noise, station location uncertainties,
planetary ephemeris uncertainties, and effect of spacecraft maneuvers on raw
tracking data.
Spacecraft attitude: Errors due to the difference between commanded
and actual angles due to spacecraft dynamics and drift rates and the flight control
limit cycle dead band of +0.2°.
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Camera pointing: In conjunction with the above areas, uncertainty exists
d-le to alignment tolerances of camera axes, sun and camopus sensor locations,
and other spacecraft constants.
Camera on-time: Errors due to correlation between the spacecraft clock
and GMT, spacecraft clock drift, and the 0':1 clock interval.
Computational noise: Errors from computational round-off and truncation
errors.
Photo locations: Errors due to the assumed spherical moon (of 1736 km
radius), the uncertainty of the actual velocity-height sensor value controlling
exposure, lens distortion, variable speed of the focal plane shutter, and the
accumulative effect of all the above sources.
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2.3 Discussion
SWEET: The period of familiarization with the Lunar Orbiter missions
included a study and/or perusal of all pertinent Boeing publications, including
the Improved Photo Support Data and Picture Data Systems Analyses. Additional
information was collected from publications and articles of the Army Map
Service (AMS, now TOPOCOM), the Aeronautical Chart and Information Center
(ACIC), Kodak, and other sources. A great deal on general background in
photogrammetry was covered in order to relate this information. Associated
areas that were not studied in depth but which will be covered by Mr. Papo are
earth-based control as it applies to Lunar Orbiter and certain aspects of the
orbit determination.
MUELLER: Could you just refresh my memory on how the different Lunar
Orbiters covered the moon and what the inclinations were.
DRAGG: Lunar Orbiters I and II were 12" inclination orbits, and nominally
III is 210. And at least on missions I, II, III, and probably V they did have
at least one highly elliptical orbit which occurs, prior to going into predicted
lunar orbit. Some photography was taken from those; whether they would be
of any value, I'm not sure
There is a Lunar Orbiter photo subsystem on site—I do not know
whether it's a test model, an engineering model, or whether it's the Vith
photo subsystem which was made for a potential VI mission which was never
flown; but there is a lunar photo subsystem on site, and a GRE and a FR 300.
These are located in the Information Systems Division.
MUELLER: When you say on site do you mean that they are available ?
DRAGG: They're here at MSC and would be available to look at. I'm not
sure what else you might be able to do with it. But it's a matter of going and
talking to the people. I had talked with the people from ISD for quite some
time about taking the Lunar Orbiter photo subsystems and putting some film
in it which already has some imagery and scanning it out with the scanner
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from the photo subsystem. We, of course, would lose the space and Deep
Space Station link in it, but it is possible, I think, to actually scan and directly
record it on the FR 900 as it is recorded at the Deep Space Stations. We could
play it back through the GREs and see what we get versus what we started with
which might be of some value.
MERCHANT: And do this repeatedly?
DRAGG: Oh, you'd want to do it several times.
PAPO: Is this system identical with the five that have been flown or a
modification ?
DRAGG: It would not be any kind of modification other than the fact that there
might be a possibility of someone's having cannibalized a part, a component, or
something like that.
NORMAN: A couple of points on the calibration. While, as you say, there are
a number of different companies that have calibrated the lenses and cameras,
the data that is being used is almost exclusively that data produced by ACIC
supplemented by the data which Duane Brown produced on the high resolution
camera. Another point, you mentioned something had been run through Gold-
stone and this brings to mind something I don't think I've ever mentioned. They
did take some of the Arizona test photography from the Arizona test area and
run it through this system and write it out, and it is available here. It is not
good, is didn't come out very well, but it is here and some attempt in the
early days was made to try to use this photography to assess some of the
distortions that are a results of the read-out and transmission systems.
SWEET: I understand that as part of the preliminary check out of the system
they had a leader with the Goldstone test target read out prior to launch, and
this was done on each mission. Is that accurate?
DRAGG: I think so. I think there was a Goldstone test pattern on each of it,
and we possibly have it here.
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SWEET: They supposedly had a trailer and when they finished the photographic
mission they intended to run the trailer through. I have no information as to
whether they did this, but it was apparently the plan.
DRAGG: I don't know about the trailer, but I think the leader was.
PA PO: We are touching on a specific area in which, as far as I know, another
contract assigned to Ohio State with respect to the calibration is effective.
NORMAN: Dr. Ghosh has a contract to look in detail into the Lunar Orbiter
camera systems to assess what has been done in the calibration and what has
not been done, since the i:igh resolution cameras, for example, are only
partially calibrated, and to try to assess this knowledge or lack of knowledge
and its implications on what could be done as far as improving it. I have sent
him as much data and literature as I could get my hands on. He has seen all
of the Boeing reports; he has a copy of the Kodak Reference Handbook on the
Lunar Orbiter system which is probably as complete and as good a document
as you'll find. We have also acquired for him all the original ACIC calibration
data and all of the negatives. It is a whole bundle of negatives and original
photography that they used in order to come up with calibration data.
MUELLER: Of course, here you are really talking about preflight calibrations.
NORMAN: That's right.
MUELLER: So what he is going to do is to take the measurements which were
taken before these were flown and do his own calibration.
NORMAN: Yes.
MUELLER: And is this for ail the Orbiters or just for some of them ?
NORMAN: For as many as possible. I think he will treat it more in a general
sense because it is rather difficult to be specific. Duane Brown, for example,
calibrated three of the camera systems, but Itm not same it is even clear which
system is for wfi ich mission. Another thing that we've asked Dr. Ghosh to
look at for us—this focal plane shutter ir. the high resolution camera. What is
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the effect of having a focal plane shutter on the lens distortion, for example?
What is the effect of the image motion compensation as far as the location of
the principle point at the moment of exposure is concerned.
DRAGG: If Dr. Ghosh hasn't, you may t%ant to contact Mr. Broome who works
for Langley. He was the photo subsystem engineer on Orbiter. The Lunar
Orbit project has long since died at Langley, but he might still be a source of
information on the photo subsystems.
MUELLER: I don't really think we will go into much detail in camera calibrations
unless there is some hope that some of these calibration parameters could be
made part of our general model.
PAPO: I don't know what the time schedule of the investigation that Dr. Ghosh
is undertaking is, but we may - able to utilize some of his results.
MERCHANT: Regarding the fact that Ghosh's work may give us detailed numbers
regarding the physical characteristics of the calibration: from our point of
view if we are dealing with an error model we can use nominal quantities for
these. Now the thing we'd really like to have are the error values because
they are the ones that will probably return some results.
MUELLER: Now we will have to look ai., this question closely. Probably you
want some of those parameters held constrained and let others get adjusted.
SWEET: Turning to another subject, certain evaluations and analyses of the
errors were also considered, and I'll go over them briefly. Errors introduced
in the photography came from the state vectors resulting from uncertainties in
the ephemeris, gravitational model, etc. which Mr. Papo will cover subsequently.
These significantly related to the attitude and position of the spacecraft at the
time of exposure. Timing was a problem with Lunar Orbiter. There was a
one-tenth of a second least count and by subsequently using a mean this was
improved somewhat. Later analysis of the photo support data revealed an
approximate 1 3.5 error due to a timing drift and a 3 3
 empirical error, down-
track, for which an explanation was ultimately determined.
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NORMAN: This is true. Bill Wollenhaupt, as a matter of fact, was the
individual who tracked down some of these timing errors and in the improved
version of the Boeing Photo Support (October 1968), they smoothed out these
"camera on" times. Their accuracy report states that after smoothing they
had a standard error of in the neighborhoai of 0:02, so they feel that they
improved it from a least count of 0..1 down to 0..02 to 0:03.
MUELLER: This is with respect to what?
NORMAN: The actual time when the camera fired. The relationship between
the moment of exposure and the spacecraft time.
PAPO: One of the large biases that was detected in the orbit determination
program used by Boeing was in the UT - ET difference. They used numbers
which were not correct; they corresponded to an epoch two or three years
prior to the time of the Orbiter flights. This accounts for several seconds,
and this is what Bill Wollenhaupt found and corrected in their program
MUELLER: I presume that the Orbiter calculations are done in the ET
system and the camera exposure times were given in terms of preliminary
UT.
PAPO: That's right. The clock in the spacecraft was counting UT and the
orbit determination was done in E T; therefore, this correction, this difference
between UT and ET, is applied. it is a parameter which appears in the
Orbit Determination Program. This is why this downtrack error, amounting
to about 3 5 , appeared in their case. This was the difference between the
correct factor and the one that they used which belonged to the JPL-
developed program some two or three years before.
MUELLER: This seems like a very important question here because if in
any way the differences between E T and UT were used, then I think the error
is really much larger than what you, Paul (Norman], indicated since simply
the difference between ET and UT isn't really known, near to that figure.
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NOR-MAN: These camera on times have to be treated in a relative sense.
You get an 8 photo burst and the camera on time of one photo with respect
to the next is probably an error of 0° 02, but if you start talking in an
absolute sense, then of course ...
MUELLER: This is why I asked, with respect to what? There could be an
absolute error which is due to the difference between ET and UT, but that
can be considered a constant err( r during the period of a set of photographs.
DRAGG: If you want to get into absolute time, I am pretty rusty, but I think
the way the absolute time is handled is that they program the sequence and
type of photography which is going to be taken by sending commands through
some sort of onboard computer, and they give it the instructions to start
executing a photo burst. Then they send it a command that says "Start";
so I think if you want an absolute time you probably have to examine those
aspects and how the commands are actually sent and start the first sequence
on the photo pads.
MUELLER: What kind of clock was in the spacecraft?
PAPO: A crystal clock, but again I am not sure about the type and its exact
characteristics. The least count recorded was tenths of a second. What was
recorded on the actual picture wasn't the nominal time of exposure but the
actual time of exposure. Boeing investigated and found some biases in the
medium resolution and high resolution exposure times which were 0 3.04 and
0°08 respectively. The first was before and the other after the camera on
time recorded. After this correction was applied, there remained an
uncertainty of 0..02.
NORMAN: The only thing, that I can say is the "camera on" time was exposed
on the film in some sort of a binary code and this was read. Boeing
determined that the high resolution camera fired prior to what the binary
code said, that the moderate resolution camera fired later. So in the photo
support data you end up with two different sets of data, two different sets of
coordinates and Pxposure stations.
1?
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MERCHANT: I would suspect that exposure times are probably on the order
of a tenth of a second.
SWEET: 1/25, 1/50, and 1/100 of a second.
MERCHANT: So that the question is if ou have IMC, what is the effective time
at which exposure is made if it is made over 1/25 of a second ? Is it the center ?
If that is the case, is that what we are sensing?
NORMAN: This, of course, is one of the problems involved. As I recall, the
image motion compensation was not used extensively on a moderate resolu-
tion camera and was used on a high. In all of our data reduction we have just
taken the center. We have ignored any effects of the image motion compensation
as far as its effect on the interior orientation and where, in fact, is the
principle point at the moment of exposure.
MUELLER: How much does the satellite, say Orbiter V, move in about a
second ?
FAPO: 900 m.
MUELLER: How long did these things fly?
DRAGG: One month about.
MUELLER: In one month the onboard quartz clock could drift completely out
of range.
PA PO: I seem to remember that they had occasional and periodic checks and
confirmation of the clock time from the tracking station.
DRAGG: Well, I guess the point I keep thinking of is that they say the command
to take the first photograph of the sequence and they then sent the command
"Start. " And therefore I think maybe the absolute time comes back to the time
of sending the command to execute the photos.
MUE LLER: They are also giving you state vectors in some kind of a time
reference, and the question really is how that time relates to your exposure
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Ftime. They might give you state vectors which refer to a completely different
position of the spacecraft from where the picture was taken.
MERCHANT: I have a question for Dragg. You indicated that the cameras
were exposed under the command of the onboard computer. Does this mean
the time reference was the command that went to the camera?
DRAGG: That's what I feel like would be time of reference.
MERCHANT: I'm concerned that if you sent this command it would be in the
form of an electrical pulse to the camera. The camera is a mechanical
gadget that takes time to respond to this pulse. There is a delay in that
aspect of it which might be finite. We would like to know what that delay was.
We should also know the variation of response of this mechanical gadgeting.
SWEET: It seems that the following questions concerning time remain
unresolved: (1) Type of spacecraft clock, (2) Relation of the time between
the spacecraft clock, the binary code on the photograph, and state vector
computation. Other aspects of the errors involved were the computational
noise and the footprint locations based on an assumed spherical radius of the
moon, the velocity height sensor, and the lens distortion.
NORMAN: We, in fact, didn't use footprint locations. The photo support
data projected every photo onto the surface of the moon and for each high
resolution and each moderate resolution firing excepting mission IV where in
some cases it's not applicable. They give the coordinates of the four corners
of the photograph and, in fact, Boeing, in their data and error analysis for
this latest photo support data, propagates the errors through this on the surface
of the moon. However, except for superficial procedures such as plotting the
photography and whatnot, this footprint data was not used in the data reduction.
SWEET: It is then not a source oY error in the data reduction?
NORMAN: No, because it is not used. You see we use spacecraft position
and attitude at camera on time and carry it from there. We did not use the
footprint in the form of ground control or anything like this,
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PAPO: I have a question concerning those reductions which were done doN/m
here in the Mapping Sciences Laboratory. Did you use the improved photo
support data or was this at the time when they were not available.
NORMAN: Everything was used since it's been carried out over a period of
time. Initially, it was the first photo support data available; then they went to
what's called the Boeing Post Mission which was the photo support data in
final form put out after each mission; and finally to what we call a regenerated
Boeing Photo Support Data (October 1968) which was all of this data recomputed
after a fairly thorough analysis. And you have to be pretty careful when you
are iooki_ng at this data to be sure which photo support data was used because
there is an awful lot of it. Langley put out their version of some revised photo
support data, and a lot of analysis was done here on that. ACIC, in conjunction
with JPL, put out their version of mission n7 photo support data. So you can
get into an awful lot of confusion awfully quick on this photo support data if
you don't always keep in mind this problem that there are an awful lot of
versions.
MUELLER: Do you have some names at ACIC and AMS that could be contacted
to answer some of these questions ?
NORMAN: Yes. The NASA program manager at ACIC is Bob Carder, and the
fellow working for Bob who is currently as familiar as anyone is Larry
Schimmerman. Another name at ACIC is Charlie Martino Charlie is more
in the orbit determination field than he is in photogrammetry. At AMS,
Don Light is the fellow most closely connected to technical aspects and the
NASA program manager there is Charlie McAfoos.
MERCHANT: I have a question, Paul. You've indicated that Duane Brown
programs were used by AMS and ACIC.
NORMAN: The ACIC uses exclusively programs clo yeloped by DBA. AMS has
both the MUSAT and the DBA. However, they use more the DBA programs
than the MUSAT. However, they can use either one. And we at Mapping
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Sciences have both. We do not have the DBA programs operational on our
computers, but this is in shop, but you will not as yet find any data used from
the Mapping Sciences Lab that has been run with the DBA; all have been run
on the MUSAT or the LOMUSAT. Now they have a new version and new set
they call something else. The DBA program expresses the coordinates of the
exposure stations in terms of the orbital parameters instead of the exposure
stations ciiicctly and in this way they constrain the adjusted exposure stations
to lie on the orbit. In MUSAT we don't; they are just adjusted straight away,
and they can move off the orbit if the adjustment wants to put them off the
orbit.
PA PO: My feelings about the potentials in the Llular Orbiter material, or
better, why those potentials are limited are that, first, the overlapping in
the Ltuiar Orbiter IV, which is the only mission which had the most extensive
coverage of the lunar surface, was insufficient for standard photogrammeti is
reductions. It was considerably less than the 50 to 60 percent that we are
used to. (It was from 10 to 20 percent on the high resolution photography.)
Then the only solution possible is to use the orbital parameters as solved by-
the orbit determination programs and constrain the photography very strongly.
The orbit determination is still far from providing good state vectors. There-
fore, if we consider both the handicaps of the photography and the orbit
determination constraints, the potential of using Lunar Orbiter to establish a
good reliable coordinate network on the moon is questionable.
NORI IAN: The control which we have established by photograinmetric mea-
surements from Ltuiar Orbiter is only as goad as the photo support data.. In
other words, in the realm of errors that we are talking about which are in
the h1.mdreds of meters, I don't third: the photogrammetric aspect has really
contributed very much errorwise. We think we could pretty well improve
that in a relative sense. From mi eight photo burst we 1-ka.ve determined
relative positions to a standard error of 50-100 m.
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MUELLER: I would just g atalify this statement a little bit in view of the
discussion that we had. Your results would be as good as the photo support
data provided that they really are in the same time s}•stem. Otherwise, you
will get very significant positional errors. It is possible that they have a
certain error in the state vector for a given epoch. Now if you are sure that
your pictures were taken at the same time, then the statement that was made
was correct. But if it wasn't taken at the same time, an additional error is
introduced. So in the photo support data, you really have to include the
question of time reference as well.
NORIMAN: Yes, this is very true, and that is what I was really trying to say.
That we can't get a solution un-l ess we constrain very heavily the photo support
data. We have to force the solution so if the photo support data is in error,
so is our control that we have established.
One comment since I may not be here when we talk about the earth-based
control, I really would like to say that we are in the stages of finishing up a
control net established from Lunar Orbiter IV which is a combination of
moderate and high resolution frames run in a blocl: of as large an extent as
we can simu'_taneously. There are a total of 64 photo graphs involved. They
have never succeeded in running more than 48 in a simultaneous block, so
they have split it up into two overlapping blocks. But this does cover an
extensive area roughly t 200 in latitude and from 60 0 west longitude to 45 3 east
longitude. The highest concentration of the control, however, is in the
Apollo zone which is bounded by t5 0 latitude and tti^ same longitude I just
mentioned. In this area thev have extensive ties to earth-based control.
And it's really the only good tie that we have got from the photogrammetric
standpoint because when you are dealing with the short photo burst of eight
photos, let's sa.N , you may only get one or two earth-based points; but this
ties in two or three hundred and I think this wili be a very valuable aid in
helping to analyze both systems.
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PAPO: Are you talking about earth-based control in terms of the numbers
appearing in the DOD 66 or are you using the ACIC control or AXIS control ?
NOWNIAN: The largest number of points used came from the DOD fib. There
were a few of the ACIC points used as well as what they call the Ai\IS
intensified control—a control which was a breakdown, I think, from the
DOD 66 and established largely in order to control the Lunar Orbiter
photography. However, all of these are number coded so that if you know
the system you'd look at the point number and you could automatically tell
what system of earth-based control it originated from.
PAPO: What do you mean by "ties"? Are you using the point with some
weight attached to it or are you just measuring the same print and then
comparing the solved coordinates with the ones you have from earth-based
control ?
XORI UN. The latter is the case. We simply- put out coordinates for these
points. We do not generally use them in the adjustment at all, though some
solutions mm, be run entering them. However, there are biases between the
two systems in the neighborhood of a couple of kilometers now which is
considerablx- less than what it was when all this sLarted out. But the answer
really is that the tie is there, but they are not us-ed as con`i-ol in any way.
PAPO: You mentioned biases, but you don't mean you mould :-,, to solve for
them. For instanc--, the bias that everybody suspects exists between the two
systems is this bias between the center of mass and the center of figure.
Did you try to solve for these or did you at least tr y to systemize them.
NOWNUN: No, we did not. The prograan, the adjustment, simple outputs the
differences between the mission IV control determined coord t ^- tes and the
earth-based control coordinates, lists them, and gives the statistical summary.
That is, the mean difference, the root mean square error difference, and the
standard deviation of all these. I would think some sort of anal ysis of the two
systen:s would be a logical next step.
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3. APOLLO NAVIGATION AND PHOTOGRAPHY
3. 1 Report by 1Z. McLecui
Collection of infonnation for this section uus accumulated in three areas
of interest. These areas are interrelated in many aspects but are presented
separately-. These areas are (1) command module navigation, (2) lumar module
position on lunar surface, and (3) Apollo photography.
3.11 Command Module Navigation
Apollo navigation is accomplished by ground and onboard determination.
For a specif?c reference system, a state vector consisting of six components of
velocity and position is computed.
The primary determination of the spacecraft velocity and position and
computation of the trajectory parameters is accomplished by the Manned
Space Flight Network (AISFN) [3.14]. The scanning telescope and the sextant
on board the command module is a secondary- method of determining space-
craft position and attitude. This secondary determination is made in relation
to stars and/or landmarks.
The requirements for support of an Apollo inission by the real-time
auxiliary computing facility are contained in [.>.32]. Reference [3.33] presents
the chronolobical order of the guidance and navigation activities as related to
data requirements, real-time decisions and techniques during a nominal lunar
orbit phase of a typical mission. The onboard guidance and navigation system
consists of three subsystems: (1) inertial subsystem (ISS), (2) computer
subsystem (CSS), and (3) optics subsystem (OSS). The guidance and navigation
system provides capabilities for the following: (1) inertial velocity and position
(state vector) computation, (2) optical and inertial navigation measurements,
(3) spacecraft attitude measurement and control, and (4) generation of guidance
commands during command and service module (CSAP powered flight and
command module atmospheric entry.
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The Apollo guidance computer (AGC) provides automatic execution of
computer programs, automatic control of inertial subsystem and optics sub-
system modes, and, in conjunction with the display and keyboard panels
(DSKYs), manual control of inertial subsystem and optics subsystem modes.
Data is both transmitted to and received from NISFN via uplink: and downlink
telemetry. The Apollo guidance computer performs guidance flmctions by
executing internal programs using predetermined trajectory parameters.
attitude angles from inertial conimand data units (CDUs), velocity changes
from pulsed integrating pendulous accelerometers (PIPAs) and commands
from display and keyboard panels. The navigation function is performed by
using stored star landmark data, o ptics angles from the optic command data
units, and velocity changes from pulsed integrating pendulous accelerometers
in execution of navigation programs.
The optics provide accurate star and landmark angular measurements.
Sightings are accompiished by the navigator using sextant and scanning
telescope. Optics are posi tioned by drive motors or manually. Shaft axes
are parallel, but trunnion axes may be operated in parallel or offset. For
star landmark sighting, the star image is moved toward the landmark by rotating
the shaft and trunnion axes until the two viewed objects are superimposed.
Shaft and trunnion angles are repeated by the optic command data units. When
the navigator is satisfied with image positions, he issues a mark command to
the Apollo guidance computer. The Apollo guidance computer reads (1) optics
command data units angles (shaft and trunnion), (2) inertial measurement unit
(MIU) command data unit angles (three gimbals), (3) time. The Apollo
guidance computer from these inputs then computes spacecraft position. Five
marks are used to smooth the solution.
The inertial subsystem is composed of an inertial measurement unit,
part of the power and servo assembly (PSA), part of the controls and displays,
and three inertial coupling data units. The inertial measurement unit
provides an inertial reference with a gimbaled, three-degrees-of-freedom,
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gyro-stabilized stable platform.
The inertial measurement unit contains three inertial rate integrating
gyros (IRIGs) and three pulsed integratin g
 pendulous accelerometers (PIPAsi.
The IRIGs and PIPAs are inounted on the stable platform which is gimbaled to
provide three degrees of freedom. The stable platform inertial reference is
maintained by the IRIGs in conjunction with electronic stabilization loops. Any
displacement of the platform is sensed by IRIGs, which produce output signals
representative of the magnitude and direction of displacement. The IRIG
signals are applied to servo amplifiers which condition the signals to drive
gimbal torque motors. The gimbal torque motors then restore the initial
platform orientation by driving the gimbals until the TRIG signals are nulled.
Detailed descriptions of the command and service module subsystems
is given as follows: guidance and control [3.5, 3. 3.8, 3.19], stabilization
and control [3.21], telecommunication [3.43, 3.491, digital autopilot [3.6],
onboard computer program including basic instructions, verb-noun codes,
flow charts, etc. [3. 1, 3. 2, 3.41, various auxiliary equipment [3. 24, 3.26].
Reference [3.29] describes the; guidance equations utilized in program
Colossus fI, giving both equations and computer flow diagrams.
The manner in which the Apollo guidance computer uses landmark
tracking data to achieve a state vector update is explained in [3.9]. The basic
data obLiined from landmark tracking is a line-of-sight (LOS) vector from
the spacecraft to the landmark. The information contained in this line-of-
sight vector is equivalent to that obtained from two star/landmark sightings.
Therefore, a state vector update can be achieved by hypothesizing two
star/landmark sightings based on the laiuhnark line of sight and then using
the Kalman filter recursive procedure described in [:3.20] to compute a state
vector update for each of the hypothetical star/landmark sightings.
The manner in which star/lanchnark sightings are used by the Apollo
navigation programs to achieve a state vector update is explained in detail in
[3.8]. There are two basic parts to the coasting flight navigation procedure.
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First ; the subtended angle between a target star and a known planetary landmark
(or horizon) is measured by the navigator via the optical subsystem. 	 Second,
the measured angle is used to estimate the position and velocity of the space-
craft.	 This is an automatic procedure performed by the Apollo guidance
7
computer.
A procedure composed of three simultaneous star-near-horizon
measurements to reduce mean squared error in position vector is presented
in [3.49].	 References (5. 16, 3. 38, 3.52] present various aspects of determining
lunar module position by command module landmark-type sightings combined
with various other procedures. 	 The resultant accuracy of landmark location
determined from optical sightings under ,carious sighting geometries is
} contained in [3.30].	 The results indicate that a separation time between marks
--_ of 30 to 40 seconds is close to optimum,
	
This is based on an acquisition'
elevation angle between 35 0 and 500 above the horizon and landmark position
! within i ° of the command module orbital plane. 	 A minimum separation time of
-	 f 20 seconds between marks shoulrl be maintained to obtain significant benefit
multiple observations.
._
from
'- Navigation error analyses for specific Apollo missions are given in
[3.26, 3.28, 3.371.	 Various onboard navigation equipment is analyzed in
[3.3, 3. 131, and instrument noise and bias figures are presented for each
' „s piece of equipment.
A documentation of the performance characteristics of the optical s)ib-
:: < system as measured by optical subsystem tesi,ing is included in [3.44].
Included are (1) the performance requirements for the optical subsystem,
(2) test procedures used to demonstrate the performance requirements, (3)
a discussion of the problem of each Blo3k 11 optical subsystem tested to
date and the waivers written against each optical subsystem, (4) a servo
analysis from which the performance requirements were derived, and (5)
test results.
A description and analysis of the fine alignment test a., performed at
the guidmice and navigation level of test isi r iven in [3.2711.
	
Tite test
4
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determines the alignment of the stable member to a desired orientation dependent
upon the gimbal rotations which occur during the interval between two sextant
marks.
The procedures used by the astronauts to take star/landmark and land-
mark sightings are described in [3.111. An example of the determination of
the position of a landmark on the lunar surface from landmark tracking is
contained in [3.421. Reference [3.501 summarizes and presents the results
of the analysis of star horizon angle measurements for translunar navigation,
optical sightings on lunar landmarks in lunar orbit, MSFN data of predicted
lunar module navigation uncertainties at powered descent initiation, and
	
+	 evaluations of the onboard navigation capability and powered descent initiation
uncertainties on the Apollo d mission.
Reference [3. 101 analyzes landmark sightings on the Apollo 10 mission
and includes: (1) sighting geometry ground tracks for each sighting set, (2)
all landmark location solutions, (3) command module computer state vectors
used in location solutions, (4) summary of data statistics, and (5) all platform
alignment and raw sighting data. All pertinent landmarks sighted to date on
Arollo lunar missions are contained in [3.121 which also indexes these land-
marks from lunar and Apollo sources.
-s
3. 12 Lunar Module Position on Lunar Surface
The lwi ar module (LM) guidance and control system study has been
	
J	 limited to material concerned with the establishment of the position of the LM
=	 on the lunar surface. That is, the determination of the LM's locations on the
moon can quite accurately be determined by making an alignment optical
telescope (AOT) alignment using the stars and by doing a gravity alignment
which in effect establishes the direction of local gravity. The unit gravity
vector is measured by LM primary guidance and navigation control system
accelerometers. The LM guidance computer uses this vector to align the LM
platform and to estimate the latitude and longitude of the LM on the lunar
surface.
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The alignment optical telescope is operated manually by the astronauts
and is mounted on the primary guidance and navigation control system naviga-
tion base to establish a mechanical alignment and common reference with the
inertial measurement unit. The alignment optical telescope has a moveable
shaft axis which is parallel to the LM X axis and a line-cf-sight axis which is
the center of field of view and fixed at 45 0 from the LM +X axis. The alignment
optical telescope line of sight is fixed in elevation and moveable in aximuth to
six detent positions. These detent positions are selected manually by turning
a detent selector knob on the alignment optical telescope and are located at
60° intervals. Three of the positions can be used operationally for star sightings
and are called forward, left, and right. The forward or zero detent position
places the line of sight in the lunar module X-Z plane. The right (+60 0 ) and left
(- 60 0 ) place the line of sight 60° to the right and left respectively of the lunar
module X-Z plane. On the lunar surface, the astronaut can select a star in any of
these detent positions. He then adjusts the reticle to superimpose the
orientation line on the target star. This reticle angle displayed on the a;;g*nment
optical telescope counter is then inserted into the LM guidance computer via
the DSKY. This provides the computer with the star orientation angle (sh...ft
angle). The astronaut then continues to rotate the reticle until a point on the
spiral is superimposed on the target star. This second angular readout is
then_ entered into the LM guidance computer via the DSKY. The alignment
optical telescope detent position and the star code number are also inserted
into the LM guidance computer via the DSKY. The computer is then able to
calculate a trunnion angle.
A complete description of the lunar module primary guidance navigation
and control system is contained in (3.7]. It contains the guidance, navigation
and control requirements for the LM mission, the primary guidance and
navigation control system interface, and primary guidance and navigation
control subsystems (of which the inertial subsystem, optical subsystem and
display and cop.trol interfaces are an integral part).
A complete description of the optical subsystem is co, tained in [3.22].
Detailed explanations of the alignment optical telescope and computer control
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and reticle dimmer assembly are described in detail in this reference, along
with graphic illustrations of the system operation.
The mathematical relationships involved in obtaining the lunar surface
alignment and alignment optical telescope line of sight to inertial measurement
unit stable member transformations are given in [3.3]. Reference [3.36]
introduces the concept of determining the LM's location on the moon by making
an alignment optical telescope platform alignment using the stars, and by
doing a gravity alignment. The step-by-step procedure involved in the
primary guidance and navigation control system lunar surface alignment
program (P 57) is described in [3.39, 3.341. The LM primary guidance and
navigation control system gravity measurement error is treated in [3.5] and
concludes that if the gravity vector is used to estimate the position of the LM
on the lunar surface, then the error in gravity will result in a one sigma error
in latitude and longitude equal to 1220 ft.
An attempt by the astronauts on the Apollo .11 flight to determine their
position on the lunar surface yielded no results. This was due to a procedural
error in this determination by the astronauts. This method will continue to
be used on succeeding flights when landings are made.
3. 13 Apollo Photography
Apollo photography is performed by the astronauts using the 70 mm
hasselblad camera with 250 mm ind 80 mm lens combinations and the 16 mm
data acquisition camera with various combinations of lenses. The 70 mm
Hasselblad camera can be mounted on a fixed bracket in the spacecraft. By
maneuvering the spacecraft to proper attitude, near vertical photographs can
be taken. The camera can be combined with an intervalometer to provide
strip photography where each photograph is taken at 20-second intervals. The
16 mm data acquisition camera can be mounted on a fixed bracket, hand held
or mounted to the sextant by means of an adapter.
The 70 mm Hasselblad uses either SO H8 or type 3400 black and white
film for lunar photography, while the 16 mm data acquisition camera can use
any 16 mm film with double perforations. Its shutter speed is independent of
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fr.une rates and various con-ibinations of shutter speed and frame rate can be
used.
A complete description and operating characteristics of the 70 mm
Ilasselblad camera and the 16 mm data acquisition camera are contained in
[3.481.
In the 70 mm flasselblad camera there are no valid fiducials (two notches
are on one side) so the physical corners of the frame were used to locate the
frame center. The spring-loaded rollers establish the frame system. The
use of a moveable member as a reference point is not a recommended practice,
but no other information was available. Indications are that the corners are
sufficient for locating the frame center in these cameras. The distance
between the rollers is slightly greater than the distance between the edges.
The 70 mm flasselblad photography was subject to errors by having remove-
able magazines, with no indication of film flatness. NAMAISC is initiating a
study at this time to determine the effects of placing and removing the magazines
on the camera.
A large error is introduced to the 70 min photography due to timing
discrepancies. At present there are no automatic time tagging procedures
on the 70 mm pnotographs. Each photo or commencement of a strip is manually
timed, introducing error of greater than one second. A method has been
devised, and will attempt to be initiated on the Apollo 12 flight, which will
combine computer time readouts and sextant photography so as to lessen this
timing; error.
Reference [3. 231 gives procedures for photography (specifically for
Apollo 8 mission) and gives the relationship between camera-mounted positions
and the spacecraft reference system. Presently instead of the 70 mm camera
being parallel to the N axis, it is now mounted 12° from th '; N axis in the
command module plane.
Post-flight camera calibration has been accomplisher! on the two 70 mm
cameras flown on Apollo 8 with details contained in [3. 151. Combinations of
these tv:, o cameras with magazines B, C, D, and G; 250 and 80 mm focal
f
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length lenses were used in this calibration due to the uncertainty as to which
lens-camera-magazine combination photographed a specific picture. Camera
calibration for spectral effects was also accomplished for Apollo 8 cameras
with details contained in [3.45]. At this time the cameras on Apollo 10 have
not been post-flight calibrated due to their not having been released from
bonded storage. The camera has been pre-flight calibrated at the factory by
Zeiss and details are contained in [3.53]. A procedure for calibrating hand-
held Hasselblad cameras which are used on the lunar surface is contained in
[3.17]. At this time nc tests have been made to determine the effect of the
command module windows on the camera. The camera is mounted so that it
takes photographs obliquely into the window xhich is composed of three layers
of different curvature bounded on the outside by a vacuum and inside under
pressure. R has been suggested that star field photography during translunar/
earth flight could yield the effects of this window on photography.
Auxiliary equipment consists of the intervalometer and sextant adapter.
The intervalometer circuitry is contained in [3.25], Although it is set for
twenty-second intervals, it is subject to spacecraft voltage fluctuations which
will introduce errors to this timing. Diagrams and photographs of the sextant
adapter are contained in [3.35]. Apollo 8 photographic indices are contained in
[3.40], and Apollo 10 photographic indices are contained in [3.41]. Apollo 11
photography has not been treated due to its relative paucity of useful photography
for selenographic purposes. Although a reseau plate was in the camera on
Apollo 11, no useful photographs were taken with it. On missions after
Apollo 11, a reseau plate will be included in the 70 mm Hasselblad camera.
Reference [3. 311 describes in detail the results of Apollo 8 photography.
Triangulation of two Apollo 8 strips which run roughly front 160" west
longitude, westward to about 75" east longitude, and one Apollo 10 strip which
runs from 180" longitude westward to about 70" east longitude has been
planned. Combining this with small scale Apollo 8 photography and three
landmark tracking points in the strips, a tie back into the orbit can be made
and timing can be recovered.
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f3.3 Discussion Following Apollo Navigation Presentation
McLEAN: I have some data in which the landmark sightings have been compared
with Lu-iar Orbiter solutions. I also have the complete data on the alignment
and the calibration of the optical subsystem.
RANSFORD: Those comparisons between the positions of landmarks derived
from Apo," sextant sighting and from Lunar Orbiter, of course, are just about
like comparing the Lunar Orbiter positions with earth-based control. The
comparison doesn't really mean much because the orbits are different, the
type of data itself is different, and so it may not establish the errors in the
landmark sightings.
PAPO: What is the relationship between the onboard computt- r system and
the real time computer system?
	 I
RANSFORD: the onboard computer and the RTCC (real time computer complex)
in terms of determining landmark position do the same computation. The data
is downlinked :end accepted by the RTCC. It goes through and uses the Kalman
filter just like the slxicecraft does so there is very little difference between the
two in that res,,ect.
PAFO: What I wanted to emphasize is that they use the same gravity model;
all the transformation methods are the same. They are compatible and infor-
mation_ can go from the ground to the space capsule and back without any
difficulties.
RANSFORD: That's right. They are compatible.
McLEAN: The Kalman filtering technique is weli covered in publications we
Fold. I'd like to went_= now the optical alignment telescope which Is in the
lunar module. '.'hen the module is on the lunar surface it can take starsights
with the alignment optical telescope. The alignment optical telescope is one
power. It h. s a ! piral type indicator in the scope where it can be slewed
:iruund to get nn ,.ziniuth and ele%ation of the star which is selected. It looks
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like the sightings which were taken on the lunar surface by the Apollo 11
astronauts might ha-..e been a bit messed up.
RP NSFORD: They used an incorrect procedure. The procedure is to determine
the gravity vector and then take starsights from two separate stars and from
the combination of the three, determine the latitude and longitude of the LM
assuming a specific radius at that point. They messed up the starsighting so
they got a false result.
MERCHANT: Does the AOT (alignment optical telescope) have a full range
angular capability?
RANSFORD: No, it has a limited range. The AOT can't be continuously slewed.
It has six detent positions, and it clicks from one to the other. It moves to
position 1, to position 2, to position 3, and there is no intermediate between
positions 1 and 2, for example. It only points in six separate directions, it
doesn't point in between the six.
MUELLER: What kind of accuracies can we expect?
RANSFORD: There are a large munber of documents on that. The ANWG
(Apollo Navigation Working Group) document has an onboard section which has
an error model for the sextant, scanning telescope, and the AOT derived by
Mr. Manry.
DRAGG: Would you want to comment on the results of the landmark tracking on
the Apollo 8 and 10 missions ?
McLEAN: I have A pollo 8 and 10 results from TRW.
RANSFORD: Those are to be taken as preliminary results. The TRW personnel
derived those results and put them out in their preliminary form. I am going
back to touch them up before giving them to the mapmakers. The errors
given for the sextant in the ANWG document are very pessimistic for lunar
operations. The sextant is actually a little bit better tlklr_ that, in lunar orbit
and in lunar and tranvearth phases. in earth orbit, however, the errors in
p
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the ANWG doewnent for the sextant measurements are a little optimistic
because the spacecraft is moving quite a bit faster. If :ature Apollo missions
go to a different lunar orbit, for example a 60 x 8 orbit, these errors of
course will begin to be optimistic again.
PAPO: Could we hear something about training and operation.
McLEAN: The operation procedures are given in the familiarization manual,
but there is an Apollo 7 landmark track.ng book and an Apollo 8 landmark
tracking book which when published will also cover training find operations.
RANSFORD: The training manuals give noun and verb callups and this sort 	 a
of thing, and the documents that I have are more in terms of setting up pitch
rates for the vehicle and how to move the spacecraft around to track landmarks.
PAPO: I was specifically interested in the astronauts' pointing errors and
landmark identification reliability.
RANSFORD: There has been a problem at times with landmark identification
although in prstflight analysis it has turned out that we could identify a
misidentified landmark sighting where a landmark is originally misidentified
on the first sighting but is correctly identified on subsequent sightings.
MUELLER: This is a practical problem.
RANSFORD: Yes, but that's going to be solved because we are going to observe
through the scanning '.elescope from now on and put a camera on the sextant.
Papo brought up a point about astronaut pointing errors. The numbers in the
ANWG doca,nent do not include astronrut pointing errors, but th-e. postflight
noise on shaft and trunnion angles does. There is no way of separating them.
I think: it is sufficient to know that with respect to the instrument errors the
astronaut errors are in the mud, so to speak.
MUELLER: When you say pointing error, you don't mean misidentification,
(10 you ?
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RANSFORD: No, I am talking in terms of the five marks that he makes during
a specific tracking . In the premission analysis this was assumed to be
si,,,*nificant, but postmission analysis found it to be insignificant because
they are not moving very fast with respect to the landmark.
MUELLER: How could the astronaut know that the sextant camera stays on
the landmark?
0
RANSFORD: T'ie star line of sight of the sextant and the line of sight of the
scanning tole , .:ope are slaved together such that when one moves the other
moves. The staining telescope itself has no CDUs, so it has to be slaved
to the star line of sight of the sextant so that the shaft and trunnion angles
d	 can be read by the downlink.
HILL: You still have a pointing error because the astronaut is looking
through a one-power scope and the sextant is a 28-power scope.
RANSFORD: Looking through the sextant (as opposed to looking through the
telescope) where you can see a much smaller feature; therefore you assume
that the sighting srror would be smaller. It turns out i,ilat it is really
insignificant either way. The noise values come out to be all the same. It's
not that you are doing any better with the sextant, you just thought you were.
MUELLER: Will there be some sighting improvement?
RANSFORD: No, there will be no change in the sighting accuracy. With the
camera on the sextant, the postflight analysis will improve as we will have no
doubt of what he sighted on,
MUELLER: Then there is improvement in the identification.
RANSFORD: That's right. Also we suspect that if be misidentified a landmark
during the mission it was because he was looking through the sextant which has
a very small field of view instead of looking through the scanning telescope in
which you can see a large amount of the terrain aroLnd. We suspect this has
added significantly to this misidentification of landmarks.
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MUELLER: What kind of landmark was used for identification?
RANSFORD: Some craters in a specific pattern.
MUELtLER: How big is the control point that you are talking about?
RANSFORD: It tends to vary, some of them have been as small as 2000 ft, and
some of them have been as large as 100,000 ft. We tend to go to the astronaut
and tell him to pick his own landmark and then take pictures of it. This is
because there isn't photography good enough to spot a feature with the charac-
teristics we are speaking of in lunar orbit. So he goes up and takes a strip of
phote ;r,4phy and then taken landmark sightings of craters that he can identify
in the strip.
PAPO: I understand that in previous missions it was impossible to incorporate
some of the points which belong to the earth-based control and specifically
Mosting A in the scheduled marks to be sighted by the sextant o. , even to be
photographed, which may be helpful to tie together the systems.
RANSFORD: There is a lint of landing sites and interesting places, so to speak,
Y
for landmark tracking. These earth-based control points will be added to the
list, now that I know what they are. There has been some talk that Apollo 13
- _	 will be an "I-type" mission, which means that they are going to send a CSM
only up into a high inclination orbit to take pictures and track landmarks (and
`	 not land). If they do, there are a number of revolutions in which they do not
ass over any land sites but the have the o tior. of talon landmarkp	 g	 y' . -	 P	 g
sightings ac this time. Knowing thnt there is an earth-based control net of
about 150 points, and knowing where these are, time might become available
to track one of there if it is close enough to the ground track
MUELLER: It is most likely then that the one difficulty is that the features
from earth-based control are too large for accurate tracking,
RANSFORD: Lunar Orbiter has high resolution photographs of at least 31 of
these points. The astronaut could track, for instance, points inside a large
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crater. We know that Mosting A is quite large, but if we pick a crater near or
anywhere inside of it, we will track Mosting A, so to speak. At least relative
to the accuracy of the earth-based control we will track Mosting A. When Nve
increase our knowledge of where this point is with respect to the center of
the moon, we will have increased our knowledge of Mosting A itself.
MUELLER: In this respect it would be very useful for me if you could get
together with someone and try to identify some of the points and include them
in future plans for sightings.
RANSFORD: That's what we intend to do. There are a number of times when
the landing site that was to be tracked on a rev would be over toward the center
of the moon and there is roughly 50° to 60° of sunshine left. A number of these
points are, I am Lure, over on the western side could be tracked from orbit.
PA PO: One significant thing about that is that I don't see how you con go from
the center of mass coordinate system into a selenodetic coordinate system
without using center of figure transformation. It looks like you work yourself
into a box. All the libration matrices and so forth are based on center of
figure measurements.
MUELLER: You Just have to find a phenomenon which is related to this and you
just have to observe this phenomenon.
RANSFORD: The sextant sightings might serve as such.
MUELLER: This is exactly the type of thing that we need: photography from
lunar orbit or any other kind of observation from a satellite of these earth-
based points. It seems to me that in the future Apollo missions people are
looking for all sorts of useful applications which can be done without putting
some new Instruments or new equipment on the snacee:aft. Now this is the
type of thing, for example, which doesn't cost anything extra. It is the matter
of coming up with a plan which is reasonable and which can be followed by the
=	 astronauts.
r'
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RANSFORD: Ttlat's true. On every mission after Apollo 13 there is a boot-
strap sequence, which means they will take a couple of revolutions of
photography, a couple of revolutions of landmark sightings and some high
resolution photography. The navigation people say that we should take in each
of two revolutions four sets of landmark sightings all aruurd the moon. Some
of these sightings could be used on earth-based control points and will add
significantly to the knowledge of lunar control. They will also serve the
purpose for the navigation people.
3.4 Discussion Following Photography Presentation
DRAGG: Paul, you mean that you don't know what actual camera was used to
take the Apollo 8 photography ?
NORMAN: This is not exactly the case, we do know which camera was used
with the intervalometer and that was the camera that was taken for the long
vertical stripe. On the real important ptotography we do know the camera and
since there are two 80 mm lenses we assume that the lenses were not
switched, they could have been, but we asswi:e that they were not. Making
that assumption, we do know which camera lens and magazine combination
was used for the vertical photography which is most important. In some of the
other cases, what Bob Eays is correct, there is considerable uncertainty
particularly with the 250 mm lens as to which camera it was used on.
MERCHANT: I understand these lenses can be removed from the bodies rather
rapidly. Are you calibrating the whole camera with the lens in place?
NORMAN: Yes, we are using star calibration.
MERCHANT: Are these lenses removed at any time between the time they are
calibrated, photus are taken, and than post-calibrated?
NORMAN: Yes, there is a poselbility since they switch lenses. I can't offhand
tell you whether it is probable or not.
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MERCIIANl': Has anyone studied the repeatability of putting the lens back
into the body. Has this been established in the calibration?
NORMAN: No, though we plan to look at the repeatability of the magazine.
When we get the postflight calibration on 10 we are going to have them take
the same camera lens combination, put the magazine on, take some shots,
take it off, put it back on, and see if we can get some sort of reading on the
repeatability of putting the magazine on. This lens idea is not a bad idea either.
McLEAN: There are some inherent problems involved with the Apollo
photography. Basically the carnera can be mounted on a fixed bracket with a
slop of about ± 1 0. The bracket itself with the camer? adapters is set so that
the camera is pointing about 12 0 from the X axis in the X-Z plane of the space-
craft and this is of course within about t 1°. The photogra phy is taken
obliquely into one of the spacecraft windows. This window has three different
layers of maLerial in it, various shapes which would cause distortion. As
Mr. Norman says the film is in removeable magazines. There is no positive
flattening of thy; film itself, and, as he mentioned, the effect of removing and
inserting the magazine will be studied. The intervalometer for the strip
photography is subject to voltage fluctuation changes which could cause a
relative error in time. Absolute time tagging itself has been a problem
in Apollo photography. There is no automatic method of introducing photo
times into the telemetry system, so various methods have been devised to
mark time, but they can amount to errors over one second of time which
cannot be easily resolved. Also, there are no fiducials in the camera.
Calibration has taken place using rollers.
NORMAN: May I Just comment briefly on that. The format is like this: there
are two V-shaped fiducial marks, if you want to call them that. Now, two
sides of the format are divided by rollers, and I think this is what Bob is
talking about when he talks about rollers. All of the work has been done with
respect to the corners of this format.
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MERCHANT: Are there only those two fiducials on the coinera body ?
NORMAN: Yes.
DRAGG: I don't know if it is appropriate to discuss future missions, but I
think they are'- wilding a camera with a reseau plate.
McLEAN: On the Apollo 11 flight, I gathered that there was a plate on board
in the camera, though there was not too much photography du,.e by Apollo 11. 	 n
On all subsequent flights there will be a reseau plate on the Hasselblad camera. 	
s
NORMAN: It is a rather confusing situation. There are tNvo sets of Hasselblads,
one which goes in the command module and another which goes in the LM for
the surface photography. It was, in fact, the surface photography Hasselblad
with a 60 mm lens that had the reseau on Apollo 11.
MERCHANT: This was in the LRI?
NORMAN: Yes. This is a camera which was especially developed for the
surface photography. That is the one that had the reseau. The photography
t.:ken with the 80 mm lens from the command module in the Apollo 11 did not
have the reseau. However, as Bob says, they had eery little useable photog-
raphy. About the only think they got which was of interest to us, and our
interest is largely confined to the vertical photography, is that they did get
a partial strip on the backside. I have a feeling it probably duplicates the
coverage which is acquired from Apollo 10. It is possible, I am not 100
percent certain, that the 80 mm or the 500 mm lens will have the reseau on
it for Apollo 12, but there is still some doubt.
INIcLEAN: We have a complete listing of the Apollo 8 and 10 photography with
the indices on lunar charts where the photos were taken. As Mr. Norman
mentioned, Apollo 8 has the two strips of photography which Nvork is being
done on now. Results have not been issued yet. Also one strip on Apollo 10
photography which will be studied.
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ZNORD'IAN: May I comment on this. Things have been going sort of fast and
furious here these days and I think some things probably developed since I
last talked to Bob. We have requests for proposals out on the commercial
market for the triangulation of 350 frames of the Apollo 8 and Apollo 10
photography. This includes the two Apollo 8 strips which run roughly from
160 J
 west longitude westward to about 75 0
 cast longitude. One strip of Apollo 10
photography which runs from 180° longitude westward to about 70 0 east
longitude. These three strips are such that they do not cross each other
(diagram). There is a small scale Apollo 8 photography scaled to about
1:15 million. I will try to cross them. Now, in addition, there is landmark
tracking at three places in each of the strips. If this pro;-ct is successful,
and we have no reason to believe it will not be, these strips then will be
triangulated using the landmark tracking to try to tie back into the orbit and
recover the timing. We hope not only to study the feasibility of using the
Apollo photography for this type of data reduction, hat also at the same time
to establish some sort of control in this area which, as you probably know,
now has virtually no control whatsoever.
SWEET: I understand that there is one of the earth orbit Apollo missions
that took a strip from El Faso to Fort Worth or something of this nature and
some triangulation was done with that.
NORMAN: What you are saying is true. Apollo 6 had a Mauer camera on
board wl.icn is quite similar to a Hasselblad with roughly the same focal
length. I believe it does have fiducial marks with some minor variations.
They took a long strip of photography which started, I think, around the
Gulf of California and came all the way across northern Mexico, Arizona,
New Mexico, and Texas, and there was a strip that went ov.;r the Dallas-
Fort Worth area. This camera was not calibrated. We were talking about
this the other day and for the life of me now I can't really figure out or
remember why we didn't calibrate it, but it wasn't. The maps of the area
were used to acquire some control. The triangulation was carried out whereby
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we resected (and when I say we, I mean the on site contractor again) off of
this control to recover the orbital position and attitude. Then the residuals
which were not bad (offhand, I can't tell you what they were) were used in
turn to recover the camera calibration, t.^.e calibrated focal length, and dis-
tortion. We used those results to triangulate another strip (the same strip,
just a piece of it farther down), and considering everything involved, the
results are not bad. As John says, this involves the Earth Resources Program,
and therefore a report o: this work has to be cleared by NASA Headquarters.
MERCHANT: Then this calibration of the Mauer camera apparently must
include the Apollo window. This might be one of the first bits of information we
have concerning the influence of the Apollo window.
NORMAN: Yes, this is true, though my impression of the results says that they
are probably not of large magnitude. We have probably talked too much about
the window; I don't think that window is bothering them too much. By looking
at the result that we have of Apollo 8, comparing the camera calibration
residual to our triangulation residual3, we are talking about the difference
between maybe 12-14 A off the camera calibration and 18-20 µ from the data
reduction. The state that we are right now, I don't think that window is probable
doing us too much harm. What we have been trying to get them to do (and we
have never been successful) is to have them roll over with the camera and take
some stars shots, and they will determine its effect for once and for all. Now
you are getting into film problems. You can't use the same film that you are
using without splicing a piece of film. But one of these days we hope to get
them to do that, and then maybe we'll know.
One last comment on this project. The contract will be awarded in the nea
future, and it has a lead time of five months from the tune that we furnished the
materials to whomever gets the contract. Let's say five months from the first
of October is when we expect it to be printed. Not only are they going to solve
for the time, but they are also going to solve for the intervalometer interval, so
we ought to get some information on that as well.
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MUELLER: This camera is fixed in the spacecraft?
NORMAN: It's bracket-mounted.
MUELLER: It is not feasible then to actually track a given star and get a longer
exposure time this way?
NORMAN: It would probably be difficult; they would have to do it by hand-held
position, I suppose.
DRAGG: They could do their star photographv in translunar flight it sorne kind
of an inertial held.
NORMAN: This is not a bad idea. It's probably something that we ought to try
to gat the crew to do sometime in the future.
DRAGG: As far as calibrating the lens and window, you could have a totally
different magazine of high speed film. In translunar, for example, you could go
on an inertial hold just long enough. It takes probably a couple or three minutes
of exposure time.
MERCHANT: Depending on what approach they use.
NANCE: Gary, can't they hold for just a few minutes ?
RANSFORD: Yes, when they do a P52, which is a realignment of the IMU
platform. During that time they could take a picture of the stars.
MUELLER: What you would have to figure out is really how long you have to
keep the shutter open.
DRAGG: When I tried to get star photos for photometric calibration, they tole
me to forget it. They didn't want to do it, I guess.
NORMAN: The attitude is gradually changing because everyone involved is
gradually becoming more anu more aware of the need and the value of additional
photography, and I think we are just now winning this battle because people are
now recognizing the need for it. I don't think it is appropriate to bring it up
now. I don't think we need it really yet because until we get a better camera
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with a reseau in it I don't think that star photography from the photogrammetric
point of view really has a hard and fast justification. But in the next year or so
I think it will have, and then we will have a basis to go and try to get it.
RANSFORD: Will Apollo 10 triangulation take place with attitude of the camera
data, while the Apollo S triangulation won't have it?
NORMAN: Right. We have no plans to use any attitude at all on lunar stril s.
Now if this attitude becomes available, we will use it.
RANSFORD: The attitude information on Apollo 10 isn't available yet.
NORMAN: Okay, it's essentially a relative attitude as for as the photogrammetric
aspect is concerned because of the uncertainty in the alignment between the
optical axis of the camera and th(. spacecraft system.
PAPO: Is this uncertainty the same as the one Bob mentioned, namely of 10?
NORMAN: This would be a 1 0 uncertainty in the alignment between the optical
axis and the spacecraft plus whatever uncertainties you would run into in the
mounting of the camera itself. This is not a photogrammetric mount by a
longshot.
McLEA.N: It was mentioned yesterday there has been some sextant photography.
In most of these pictures the crosshairs of the sextant have not shown up or
have shoNvn up very poorly, basically due to the astronaut himself turning down
the light on the sextant crosshair.
MUELLER: Was this done by the same camera?
McLEAN: The data acquisition camera, a 16 mm pseudo movie camera.
NORMAN: I'll just make a few comments on what we are trying to acquire for
Apollo 12. There are a number of landing sites for our future exploration which
do not have adequate photography for a landing. Apollo 12 is going to land at
the Surveyor 3 site which is approximately 3 0
 south latitude and 24° west
Longitude. This mission is now being planned in such a way that an extra day in
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orbit is going to be added to the flight plan. For a specific purpose they are
requiring additional photography over two of the future landing sites, Fra Mauro
and Descartes. In the current plan, and this is not signed, sealed, and delivered
yet, there is a strong possibility to fly, first of all, with a 500 mm lens on a
Hasselbald camera iu order to acquire high resolution photography of the
landing area of these two sites. linage motion compensation is a problem from
that altitude and with that camera. They are going to rotate the spacecraft in
such a way that the photo footprint on the lunar surface remains constant, and
also take a series of photographs with the 500 mm lens in such a way that you
get convergent photography. In the center of this sequence of photography you
get vertical photography as well. In addition, they will fly two strips of stereo
photography with the 80 mm lens and included in this will be sufficient landmark
tracking to be able to control this strip of photography. Sufficient landmark
tracking in terms of a minimum of three, and hopefully four, points which will
be tracked. We will turn the camera on when they come into the daylight and
just leave it on all the way through. At the same time, on one of the passes
they are going to mount the 16 mm sequence camera on the sextant and apparently
they have a routine whereby the sextant can output every 10 seconds the shaft
and trunnion angle and the spacecraft time from the onboard computer. When
you start this sequence running, every 10 seconds you get the shaft and
trunnion angle and spacecraft time for the sextant. The only problem we have
then is to tie in the sequence camera which is designed to interpolate between
the ten-second intervals into the system. What they are planning to do is to
hit their onboard computer when they turn on the sequence camera, and the
sequence camera is going to be calibrated so that we can determine the frame
interval. If they fly in a vertical mode, then hopefully we will come up wit's a
whole series of horizontal positions all the way dowr. this strip of photography.
The reason being for the vertical mode principally is to minimize the uncertainties
in the lunar radii because in order to determine the latitude and longitude
positions from the procedure you have to assume a lunar radius. We have some
high hopes of at least obtaining some latitude and longitude positions this way
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all the way down the photo strip and since the mocicrate resolution camera will
be running sequentially we may even be able to do a little more. Those are the 3
plans that we have for Apollo 12.
RANSFORD: A couple of comments. The first is that the inclination in which
they are going to be flying is such that these vertical strips will intersect both
the strips that have already been taken. The other comment concerns what
Paul was referring to. The 'routine' in the IMC is ^alled an extended verb,
which allows you to monitor continuously the shaft and trunnion angles as a
function of time. The same extended verb, but two different nouns allows you
to monitor the spacecraft time and also the shaft and trunnion angles.
McLLAN: Now this verb-noun combination just puts the time on to the nearest
hundredth of a second. That time doesn't change, and it clicks off each second
after that so you still have a constant hundredth, say fifteen hundredths of a
second, and that won't change but each second will. You will have the exact
time at that change.
RANSFORD: The only capability oi ..iodating is in the seconds and minutes part
of the onboard clock. When you call up this extended verb and you punch in the
proper noun, it displays on the DSKY the time that you do that, and then it
updates it once per second so that you should always get the same numbers in
the hundredths of a second.
PAPG: I would like to go back to those strips of Apollo 10 amd 8. What sort of
control are you going to use and how many points ? Is this the control coming
from landmark sightings ?
NORMAN: The answer is affirmative. There are three points (diagram). This
is CP1, CP2, CP3; these were acquired on Apollo 8. In all these areas there
were probably two points of C R3 because appa rently they did not tie on the
same points. In our initial data reduction we had an awful lot of trouble with
CP.). In Apollo 10 you also have C1 31 and C132 of the same number, but they
are not the same points and F1 out here in the end.
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PA PO: For this kind of thing you don't have a pair of points at the Y :ginning,
middle, and end of the strip. In the roll direction you are pretty loose.
NORMAN: The answer is no. However, tying back into the orbit we hope to
circumvent that problem. When we tic back into the orbit, and we are
confident that we can, then there is sufficient control.
PAPO: You will get attitude constraints in the omega direction.
MERCHANT: In this whole process of coming back through the mount to get
spacecraft attitude, you are assimiing the orientation angles that the camera
makes with respect to the system established by the onboard reference is
fixed. You have a f 1° or t 2 0 margin with the camera in the mount. All of
this is assumed to be fixed during this sequence of photos, and all you need to
do is carry these orientation differentials as parameters in the adjustment.
NORMAN: This is true. As we envisioned this project all these attitude
parameters will be carried completely as unknowns and solved for on each
exposure.
MERCHANT: Then you are not making an assumption that that fixed relation-
ship remains fixed between the camera and the reference system on board.
NORMAN: That's right. In the way we set this up we ignored the possibility of
the availability of any information regarding the attitude. We did that because
they are having so much rouble acquiring this attitude data. Besides, w^o
would be left with so much gravy if we got it, but it is not built into the basic
plan.
MERCHANT: So you will use the state vector for position of the spacecraft..
NORMAN: Yes, once they get it. But you see as it stands right now they have
to solve for time. You know the orbit, you have 1 strip of photography that
was taken on that orbit, but you don't know where in the orbit it is.
MERCHANT: The landmark sightings will be une of the things that will make
this time connection. You will hn. using state vector information only and not
angular orientation.	 60
NORMAN: This is correct.
PA PO: You claim that you don't have the '.;e, but still you know that the pictures
were taken while the spacecraft orbited on a particular revolution. At least
you have two-dimensional constraint. You lack the constraint along the orbit,
but still you ]mow the exposure station in terms of latitude and radius vector.
What I mean by this is that even without having the time you still have some
information about two of the linear exterior orientation elements of the
exposure station.
NORMAN: This is true. In tact, what we have is a time which is not tied to
the spacecraft time. I think this is the same as this Lunar Orbiter problem
that we were talking about ,yesterday. The problem is then to correlate that
time system to the spacecraft time.
DRAGG: I think part of your question was you were saying that you had a
constraint along track.
PA PO: No, because you don't have the time but you know that you are on the
orbit. I would call this orbital constraint on your photography.
DRAGG: I think one of the things is that in the orbit determination, the cross-
track direction is probably the poorest so you don't really have much of a
constraint in that direction.
PA PO: It is better than nothing.
NORMAN: Again, as in Lunar Orbiter we feel we have to believe the orbit data
because we have no other data or reason to disbelieve it. Our big problem is to
get back into the orbit. Admittedly, the crosstrack direction is weak, but we
Just have to live with that.
G1
4. EAR'I'II-BASED CON'THOL
4,1 Report b% Ilaim 1'nij-)
Earth-based selenodetic control is am• consistent network of points
on the lunar surface which has coordinates determined throuj4h earth-based
astronomic observations or photography. This method with minor
variations has been used exclusively for the past 80 years Ior the
determination of coordinates of points on the moon. Essentially the
classical approach can be defined as analytical photogrammetric triangulation
made possible through the librations of the moon with respect to the earth-moon
vector. Convergent photographs of the moon are analyzed and the coordinates
of a selected number of featuros on the lunar surface are established in
three-dimensional space F4. 20, 4. 27, 4. 29, 4. 40, 4.42]. Even if not
declared explicitly as such, the reduction procedures employed are basically
the same as in ordinary analytic photogranimetry dealing with convergent
and overlapping photography.
Any solution of this type needs a fundamental network of points. The
first fundamental point in the moon triangulation is Miisting A, a medium-size
crater (l 1 kni diameter) situated close to the center of the apparent moon's
disc. The coordinates of Mosting A have been established from heliometer
observations together with other parameters which define the orientation and
actual motion of the moon j 4. 45, 4. 41, 4.29.
Heliometer observations were used also for the determination of eight
fundamenta points on the moon [4. 20 , at the Burn of this century by the German
astronomer Franz. This is where the lunar triangulation deviates from any
one we are familiar with on earth, the prinmi-Y reason being; that no observations
have been conducted from the surface of the moon for the establishment of a
fundamental control network. So the classical selenodesy depends on a set of
parameters and theories which have inherent inaccuracies and limitations.
i
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The classical method in selenodesy is based on the knowledge of the
following:
(1) the coordinates of the center of mass of the moon in any geocentric
inertial coordinate system as given by an ephemeris,
(2) the orientation and the movement of the moon with respect to the
ecliptic and to the earth-moon vector through constants of physical
libration,
(3) the coordinates of A7osting A as the fundamental point in the
system 1'4.27
(4) the selection and use of a model for the atmospheric refraction
Our knowledge of these parameters is constantly improving through
additions! modes of observation and through more sophisticated theories and
reduction procedures. As in many other fields, a reduction of observational
data becomes obsolete after any significant step forward is made in the theory
or in the accuracy of the constants involved. There are numerous examples
of reevaluation triggered by this continuous progress F4. 28, 4. 42, 4.411.
The parameters in (2) and (3) and also the eight fundamental points
mentioned are all baseci on heliometer observations. For various reasons
X4.29, 4.287, the heliometer has not been replaced and for the immediate
future is not likely to be replaced by superior instruments and techniques
operating from the earth surface f4. 13;.
The earth-based syFtems are defined through the reduction of
heliometer observations. By observing the apparent limb at mean libration,
a circle can be fit such that the deviations of the actual profile from the
circle are miii0aurn (they seldom exceed 5 km). The center of this circle
is defined as the Projection of the origin of the coordinate system on the
surface of the noon. The radius of the circle is adopted as the mean radius
of the moor. The values adopted in the astronomical literature are around
1734 km. The physical libration is computes (the Euler equations of motion
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are solved) \%ith respect to this point and the coordinates of 'lustin g A as
obtained from the same solution define physicall y the position of the zero
point on the moon. This is the so-called "center of figure" datum.
We see that the earth-based control systems depend largel y on the
heliometer. Let us describe then its characteristics and measuring
procedures and also list its inherent weaknesses and limitations and their
effect on coordinate networks established through classical methods 4. 28 ,
X 4.477, F4.291.
The heliometer is a a refractor telescope with a maximum aperture
of some 8 inches. Its objective lens is composed of two semicircular
parts in such a way that they can be rotated with respect to each other and
serve as sort of a sextant. In other words, the heliometer is used to measure
small differential angular distances with great accuracy. In particular so far
as the heliometer measurements of the moon are concerned, it is used to
measure the angular distances between the point M -listing A and a specified
number of Joints on the limb of the moon as seen from the earth. By means
of this type of measurement we are able to solve for the motion of the point
Mosting a with respect to the limb, and in this way to detect the small
oscillations, the small variations, in the motion of the moon, which are
called the physical librations [4.47].
In order to meet the high level of accuracy required and also to be
able to eliminate any systematic effect, the heliometer observations of the
moon were conducted in series. The measuring procedure was designed by
Bessel in 1839. Since then mane distinguished astronomers have spent all
their careers performing and supervising heliometric measurements. Over
a period of more than a hundred years, a large number of such series have
become available. however, it is important to remember that the basis for
all the earth-based control systems was obtained by using a telescope with a
relatively small aperture. We know that any finite aperture implies a certain
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maximum resolution. According to the Rayleigh criteria the maximum
resolution of a telescope is a function of its aperture: 8
	
1. 22 D where:1..
0 is the minimum angle resolved by a telescope, a is the wave length of
light, and D is the diameter of the objective. For example, for a telescope
of 20 cm aperture the ma-ximum resolution is about0•'8 or roughly 1.5 km
on the moon's surtace f4. 28"j.
The reduction of the heliometric series is done with the purpose of
defining the following: physical libration constants, 'I' the inclina , :ion of the
moon's equator with respect to the ecliptic, f the so-called mechanical
flattening of the moon, and the coordinates of the basic point Mosting A.
I want to emphasize that the solution of any heliometric series determines
not only the constants of the physical librations but also simultaneously the
coordinates of this point. This means that they cannot be separated, thus
one cannot pi-•k up a set of libration constants from one solution and use
coordinates of Musting A from another solution F4. 477
The next phase in classical selenodesy is the acquisition of photography.
The reduction of the photographs will mace rise of the libration parameters
(orientation) and the coordinates of the fundamental points all of which were
derived through heliometric observations. Using astronomic telescop-,s
with a focal lengtii of 15-20 m, extended photographic coverage of the moon
has been done during the last 70-80 ,years F4. 48J. The series produced at
the beginning of this decade which were conducted in observatories like
Pic du Mid? in southern Prance and Yerkes in the U.S. are (if special value
due to the refinements in equipment and procedure employed in the
photographic process. • There is a series of photographs initiated by the
Lunar and Planetary Laboratory of the University of Arizona at Tucson
(LPL) which has the unique property that in addition to the image of the moon
background stars are also recorded which makes it possible to do certain
reductions not possible with any of the other astronomic photographs (4.291,
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L4.15 ­ 	star background enables the calibration at the instantaneous
focal length of the telescope and provides an exact orientation of tite
camera system (telescope and the plate) [4.29]. There are two types of
photography used for selenodetic control: phase and full moon. In the
first case, the contrast is high and relatively small features can be
distintuished while only part of the lunar disc s Illuminated. In the
second case (full moon), the contrast is low and there is considerable
difficulty in identifying the measured features. The full moon photography
is, however, preferred due to the availability of all the points in every
photo and also to the lack of phase-bias effect F4. V. A limiting factor
in the employment of earth-based photography is the atmosphere and
specifically the degradation in imagery 'seeing effect' because of
microturbulence in the atmospheric layers. The main conclusion from
this is that no matter how complex and efficient the equipment used for
photographing the moon from the earth, because of the small angular
quantities involved the anomalous short-wave atmospheric refraction
imposes a barrier on the accuracies obtainable. Various techniques used
to extend this limit rely more on intuition and hope than on sound scientific
basis F4. 18, 4. 37, 4.44].
Most of the control systems on the moon have been derived from
photographs without star background. For scale and orientation these
systems had to depend on a fundamental set of points. The original 
points of Frauz have been extended into a system of 150 points from
measurements of five Lick plates performed by Franz F4. 201. For the
first half of this century this set of points was used as a primary network.
Only later in 1956-58 an Austrian astronomer, Schrutka-Rechtenstamm,
undertook a revision of the moon libration theory and came out with an
improved version of it 1 4. 41 *',. Then he recomputed the coordinates of
Franz's 150 points and thus established the Schrutka-Rechtenstamm (SR)
system which is generally considered the best available today and is used
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as a basis for densifying the control [4.42:;.	 It seems that a careful
ex,unination of the methods of SChI'utka-Rechtenstamm is necessary to
find out exactly what, 	 if any, systematic effects remained in his system.
Some of the 150 features of the Franz-SR system have rather large
dimensions and, in addition,	 in some parts of the visible side of the moon
the points are sparsely located.	 This is why several groups went on to
densify the control,to provide a basis for cartography and also to meet
the needs of the Apollo program for navigation [4.16, , F4. 30 -^ , F 4. 311 ,
7 4. 8,J4. 21 -1, N. 1„(4.5], X4.41, (4. 9 ! .	 In the United States two agencies
approached this problem independently. 	 These are the ACIC and the Army
Map Service (now TOPOCOM).	 They selected photographs of the moon
possessing certain libration properties, the main one being maximum
deviation from the position of mean libration.	 There are differences
between them in the type of photography used, in mensuration and
reduction techniques, but in principle they followed the same way. 	 They
developed their systems back in the late 50's and early 60's. 	 Since at that
time the size of computer memories was not as large as it is today, they
had to apply stepwise adjustment.	 For example, AMS first reduced one point
;s
per square of 30"x 30” F4. 30].	 Using this as a basic set they densified it
by going down to a point per square of 10'x 10°. 	 They didn't have the
instantaneous focal length of the astronomic telescope, the effective focal
length, so they scaled and oriented their pictures using points from the IAU
Catalog of Blagg and Muller [4.50;.	 I was not able to go into details to see
exactly how it was done, but they describe the procedure as first holding
the coordinates of the Blagg and Muller points constant in order to determine
the scale and orientation of one photograph, then scaling and orienting the
rest of the photographs up to this single photograph. 	 After finding the
scale and the orientation they readjusted the whole series of their observations
} Again they adjusted the scale, the orientation of all the pictures together at
this stage without holding the Blagg-Muller points fixed, but rather letting
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them adjust in order to minimize the differences between the conjugate rays
(as in photogrammetry). Now I must ;admit this whole procedure is a little
bit obscure to me; 1 couldn't find the exact mathematical model used in all
these involved procedures of reductions. So this is a point which is probable
worth looking into. Stiil, even \^ ith a perfect procedure we remain tied to
the8 points of Franz which are the basis of any ;ordinate system. I regard
this as a weakness; this is the opinion of many people who investigated the
results of the various earth-based systems X4.28;.
ACIC's procedure seems to be similar to HMS's, only they used the
Schrutka-Rechtenstamm points instead of Blagg and Muller's points. There
may be other minor differences, but the principle is the same. When AMS
tried to integrate the two systems into one unified DOD system, they found
out that by reducing the ACIC measurements with the AMS method they got
practically the same results as ACIC did, which means that in principle the
methods are identical r*4. 7].
Speaking of differences, AMS used phase photography with the
argument that phase photography has better identification properties and
thus is indispensible for the selection of small craters as measuring points:
ACIC used full moon photography so that no systematic bias could be
introduced by the phase effect. Investigations have been conducted to define
the bias, its correlation to the diameter of the crater, the 'ieight of the
crater rims relative to the surrounding surface, etc. F4.3". AMS made use
of available plates from the 1. ick Observatory, the U. S. Naval Observatory
in Washington, D.C. , and from the Paris collection. This is why on the
average the libration characteristics of their plates are not the best. ACIC
used plates which were taken by the Pic du Midi Observatory in France
utilizing special 'sequential photography' procedures considered as the best
way to treat the 'seeing' problem. The Pic du Midi series was planned for
selenodetic use and this is why it has better libration characteristics F4. 311.
Now, the quality of the results is directly related to the size of the libration
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off-set. The trite, is in the ACIC measurements was that any point is
measured on at least four plates. The AMS in some cases measured points
recorded on only two plates. The summary of all these differences should
be reflected in the covariance matrix of the results.
In general the analysis of the coordinates obtained using this type
of libration photography and the type of reduction that was described is such
that at the middle of the face of the moon we get good planimetric positions
F4. 101, F4. 30j, and as we go across to the limb their quality deteriorates.
Exactly the !apposite is true for the heights; as we approach the limb the
heights are much better determined. The identification of the craters, on
the other hand becomes more difficult as we approach the limb. In many
cases observations were deleted because they failed to converge, and it
was assumed that there are gross errors in their measurements. I would
rather call this misidentification of points L4.16j. In many evaluations
of the earth-bound contrut systems, investigators considered as useful the
control up to 6V from the center [4. 24 J, [4. 10 j.
Back in 190-64 NASA got interested in having a good and extensive
lunar control for the Apollo mission. An effort was initiated to integrate
all the available systems into one unified system. Integrating all those
networks wasn't an easy job because nobod y was sure exactly what are
the systematic biases that have to be corrected in order not to carry them
into the new integrated network [ 4. 71 AMS performed the integration of the
systems. However, they couldn't define those systematic differences in a
way that would facilitate their elimination. Differences were found of the order
of several kilometers, in some cases even bigger than five kilometers r4. 361.
When the Ranger probes were launched to the moon, an average difference of
2. 5 km in elevation was discovered indicating the existence of a bias between
the ACIC/AbIS systems and the Ranger trajectory computations. But in the
process of determ ining the coordinates of the impact points from the ACIC/AMS
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networks large differences in hcight were found between the ACIC and the
AMS too. «ithout and- sensible \\ , ay to correct for systcnl: ► tit' errors carried
in the original networks, theywere "forced" together. this is how I would
call this, and AMScame up \^ ith the DOD 66 system 1_4. 8.. This is \\ • h.- the
DOD 66 system is trusted less than some of the original networks.
There are two other modern earth-based control networks deserving
consideration: The Manchester triangulation by Mills which essentially
follows the ACIC approach only uses a larger number of plates X4.32_,
(4.33j, f4. 341. The second network is the I,PL triangulation. The type
of photography used is different and consequently the reduction procedure
has been modified. Mr. Arthur, the author of the I.PL system, claims that
3	 it is independent of Schrutka-Rechtenstamm's fundamental network 1 . 4. 151.
This has to be verified through detailed examination of the methods used.
One question which deserves investigation is the actual role of the sinusoidal
star trails recorded in the LPL photography.
There is another type of photograph of the moon which so far has not
been used for selenodetic purposes. These are the plates obtained with the
Markowitz moon-camera. A large part of these plates is stored in the Naval
Observatory in Washington . D.C. A careful evaluation of the properties of
this photography may eventually result in their future use for selenodesy.
Many investigations have been carried out to analyze the properties of
the earth-based control networks [4.2 1 . , F 4. 28 ' , '4 . 91, r4. 25 7 . One of them
deserves special consideration because of its approach. It was initiated by
AMS but was not completed for lack of interest and funds. They analyzed all
the systematic effects that could hm'e been carried along their reduction
process (this work was done by Charles Schwarz, now at OSU). What they
did was to differentiate the procedure with respect to the physical constants,
the libration parameters, the refraction model used, and the scaling and
orientation modes used in the solution. He indicates in his report that the
work was not completed in terms ol' progr.nllrr ► ing and numerical evaluation
of the effects of assumed or kno\Vn Uncertainties [4. 2.. [4. 3-.
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4.3 Discussion
NORMAN: First of all, I just wanted to say that I confirm Haim's problems
in determining exactly what AAIS and ACIC did as far as procedures are
concerned. I spent a couple of weeks here going through literature and the
more I read the more confused I got. My conclusion was, and I didn't
follow up on it, that a person will probably have to go up there and talk to
the people who did it to really determine procedure-wise what exactl y. , th -v
did do. Point number two is we have in our Lunar Orbiter data reduction
made in varying degrees ties to the earth-based control. Now the first ties
were done in the initial data reduc • -.on which were fairly small area-wise.
The missions I, II, III, and V are selected coverage and cover 40-50 km
in length and about 30 km in width. And therefore there were not a large
number of points, maybe one or two points but the first ties indicated a
large discrepancy between the Orbiter system and earth-based control,
in the neighborhood of 6-8 km. Now, these differences are decreasing over
the years and I think largely due to the reprocessing of the photo support data.
The provisional solution which we have in our mission IV control showed a
mean difference in the following magnitudes: in latitude, 170" which is
roughly 1.5 km; in longitude, 97" which is less than a kilometer; in height,
3400 m. I think this is quite significant for the fact that the more processing
we have done to the Lunar Orbiter photo support data, the smaller the
	 V
discrepancies between the two systems.
MUELLER: In which area of the moon is that now?
NORMAN: This covers an area t 20' in latitude and from about 65° west
longitude to 45" east longitude.
MUELLER: Are these f i gures with respect to the center !
NORMAN: Yes.
DRAGG: Fell, the earth-based control itself is, of course, all very
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centrally oriented. I do not know whether if hardly any points go beyond
about 65° .
MUELLER: ones from Langley, using Orbiter I photography between
t 25° longitude and f 5° latitude, found the mean radius to be about 1735 km
as opposed to the 1738 km from earth-bound control, which means a
difference of 3000 m.
PAPO: This implies the Ranger enigma. This shift of the center of mass
with respect to the center of figure. This is an assumption, of course.
MUELLER: These numbers seem to be falling together.
NORMAN: We have found in all our comparisions that Lunar Orbiter is
always low; it's low in elevation or a small radius as opposed to the
earth-based control and it's also been low as opposed to the Apollo optical
tracking data. I still have a couple of other points. There is another system
which ACIC has just completed which I would think would be of marginal value
in this case, but I think you should be aware of it. They call this the PRS-
the Positional Reference System. It has just recently been completed and
essentially what they did is to take the Lunar Orbiter high resolution
photography and compute a perspective projection for the photography based
on a Lunar Orbiter photo support data. I would say they projected the photo
on the surface of the moon and came up with a projection for the photographs
involved. Then they physically positioned these with respect to earth-based
control. Since they were dealing with single photos, they solved only for
horizontal position, i. e. , latitude and longitude. However, they did cover
almost the entire surface of the moon, both front side and back side. They
extended out, extrapolated, when they ran out of earth-based control and
went around in an equatorial band, tied themselves behind, in the back side.
Then they went up over each of the polar areas and again tied in the far side.
They are using this principally for their small scale charting. If you are not
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aware of this , you probably should be.
PAPO: I read this. They claim that their misclosures were in the
neighborhood of some 20-25 km, and it is surprisingly good considering
the more or less primitive methods of extrapolation of control used.
NORMAN: One last point, you were talking about the Arthur business. He
has published data as recent as less than a year ago in the LPL pubheations.
I noted it because of our ties to earth-based control, and I noted that he has
some points that are common to the AMS or DOD 66 group because we had
in fact tied the same points in his system.
PAPO: I remember reading a report on the measurement of twoYerkes
plates, this was how he called it. He measured a large number of points
from those two plates and published the plate coordinates that he measured.
MUELLER: '_Maybe there is another purpose.
DRAGG: It was primarily lihration.
NORMAN: I think we are t; '.ing about the same publication. I am of the
impression that there were some coordinates there because that was what
I got interested in. I wanted to see how our mission IV control compared to
what he had done. One final note, he is also doing some work with the
Apollo 8 photography. I can't offhand tell you which magazine it came from,
but it was taken with a 250 mm lens of the Apollo 8 after translunar injection,
I have seen some references to it and, in fact, we were involved in it because
Mazurski passed a request from Arthur on to us for some calibration data.
PAPO: As a concluding remark,my impression is that you cannot get
consistent control without using in some way earth-based photography.
This is the onl y source of material we have which gives the whole surface 	 3
of the moon without any question marks on putting together framelets
(Orbiter), of not having sufficient information on the metric characteristics
of the camera (Apollo photography), or having to depend on state vectors
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for the coordinates of the camera exposure station (Lunar Orbiter). A
method must be developed by which the earth-based photography can be
combined with space photography in order to come up with a better solution.
In general, it is implied in most of the papers that I have read that earth-
based control has the property of being consistent. It gives a consistent set
of points. For instance, in the case of a series of photographs taken by the
Lunar Orbiter, you may have some local error in only one of those state
vectors which will throw off this particular photo. In the case of the earth
control you are photographing from a solid basis. We should try to
incorporate the earth-based control in any future control system.
5. MOTION OF THE MOON
5.1 Report by Haim Paao
In this part we will discuss the moon as a physical body moving in
space according to a certain. theory. Considering the motion of the moon we
would make the following distinctions:
(a) motion of the center of mass of the moon in space. Information about it
is provided in the lunar ephemeris.
(b) the definition of a datum on the moon which would relate the physical body
with respect to a Cartesian or other coordinate system in a permanent
manner.
(c) the orientation (and respective rotation) of the datum as defined in (b)
with respect to inertial space or any defined celestial coordinate system.
5. 11 Lunar Ephemeris
We divided this part into sections according to the above outline and so
we will begin with the lunar ephemeris. The general ephemeris, the ephemeris
of all the planets, the moon and the sun, gives the coordinates of the respective
centers of mass as a function of time. For the most part, it has been derived
from astronomical observations conducted over periods of many hundreds of
years. The reduction methods used to derive the ephemeris from the
observations are based on celestial mechanics solving usually a two-body
problem and superimposing perturbations caused by the rest of the bodies in the
solar system and also by the irregular gravity fields of the planets involved.
The lunar ephemeris is based on the lunar theory developed by Hill and brought
to a high level of perfection by E. Brown. This theory with some modifications
is still the basis for any contemporary ephemeris of the moon. The two-bode
t
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(earth and moon) equations of motion and the perturbations of the sun and the
major planets are solved analytically by extending them into a long series of
terms. The terms are computed for a given time argument, and together they
constitute the solution for the position of the moon, namely, the ephemeris
(5.15]. The method is limited in accuracy and in fact introduces certain
distortions (oscillations) of the theoretical versus the actual motion due to
the unavoidable truncation of the series. Corrections to Brown's ephemeris
have been applied by Eckert f5. 27]. Certain parameters were improved and
also more terms were included in the series. The main feature of such an
ephemeris (series ephemeris) is that once the series have been established
they can be used to calculate the position of the moon for any epoch with an
accuracy virtually independent of the length of the period of time concerned.
With the progress made in the past twelve ;ears in space exploration,
additional data types became available and they were used immediately for
the check and improvement of the existing lunar ephemeris. Making use of
this and also of improved physical constants (flattening of the earth, moon-
earth mass ratio) JPL developed its own ephemeris of the moon [ 5, 291. Such
an ephemeris called DE 3 was the one used until the time of Apollo 8. Since
then the ephemeris named JPL DE 19 has been in use [5. 3]. This is a general
ephemeris, the lunar part being called LE 4 (5. 281. This is the one currently
in use. Now it appears that JPL is at the last stages of introducing its new
ephemeris, further improved mainly in terms of the range and called LE 16 r5-39".
The integrated ephemeris is still based on the Hill-Brown-Eckert theory,
only the equations of the motion are solved by numerical integration.
Experiments with this new ephemeris have shown that it is superior in accuracy
to the LE 4 F5.18,5.39].
There are several other modes of observation which are being used in
order to test this ephemeris such as radar ranging to the moon, ranging to a
particular site of the moon (having one of the Surveyors on it), laser ranging,
etc. The accuracies claimed at seminars held in JPL in California were of
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the order of 100 m to 200 m [5. 17, 5.181. It is probably internal consistency
as they didn't actually compare the ephemeris versus a standard range, and
the right ascension and declination are subject to ambiguities of definition
which we will discuss shortly. By comparing various modes of observation like
star occultations by the moon, ranging by radar, and Doppler tracking (5.18],
a very satisfactory consistency was achieved using this new ephemeris. The
integrated ephemeris, however, although more accurate than series ephemeris,
suffers from the necessity to have to integrate over a long period of time. Now
if you have to integrate, and for high accuracy a small step size has to be used,
round-off errors or computer noise are a limiting factor on the period of time
over which the integration is performed.
Before going on to the next item, I want to draw your attention to a
certain basic problem concerned with the lunar ephemeris. The lunar ephemeris
is defined as giving the geocentric coordinates X, Y, Z of the center of mass of
the moon for a certain epoch. Now in the case of the moon it is very problematic
because we are not able to observe the center of mass. We don't know where is
the projection of the center of mass on the visible face of the moon. This means
that we are not able to verify the ephemeris by direct observations. There is the
classical solution which regards the center of the visible face of the moon at mean
libration as the projection of its center of mass. But then we have to live with
oscillations in the order of one to two seconds (geocentric) of this point which
cannot be accounted for by the lunar theory. The range to the center of mass is
another problem which we will discuss later in this part. This is how we end up
having several moons that can be defined as follows: One is the theoretical moon
given by the ephemeris—the coordinate of this point. Another moon is defined by
occultations. By studying the coordinates of the limb that occult the star and
knowing the coordinates of the limb with respect to the center, we can derive
another point. It is a different point, and there is no apparent analytical relation
between the two moons. In this way we can go on with four or five types of moon
which can or cannot be observed, but the important thing is that they are
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incompatible [5.1 ]. Summarizing my point, at this time we are still unable
to define and verify by observations a unique moon. We can only speculate or
make any type of assumption mostly quite arbitrary without being able to find
a positive relation between our observations and the center of mass [5.2].
In summary, the information we get from the lunar ephemeris is the
position in space of the center of mass of the moon. It can be described as
near elliptic motion around the baricenter (center of mass of the earth-moon
system).
	
-'`	 There are several parameters of the moon orbit that we will need in
order to explain its rotation and orientation in space. These are (mean and
approximate values):
major semiaxis	 384 400 km
period (sidereal rotation) 	 27. 3 days
eccentricity	 0.055 = 1/182
inclination to the ecliptic	 5'08' 43"
5.12 Lunar Datum
The next subsection in our discussion is the definition of a datum for
the moon [5.9]. The meaning of datum on the moon is the same as the one
on earth. A datum is defined by its center and three orthogonal directions
3
,r
emanating from it fixed to the body of the moon by a network of permanent
	
w	
identifiable points (features). A datum can be arbitrary but there are certain
considerations that limit our choices.
The center of the datum should be at the center of mass so that the
ephemeris will describe the motion of the datum origin and coordinate
transformations could be performed directly. This is convenient also as the
orbits of lunar satellites are referred to this same point.
	
E	 One principle direction will be chosen to be the axis of maximum moment
of inertia of the moon, and it should conincide with the axis of rotation of the
moon.
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The second axis is chosen for convenience such that it would be
observable at a particular configuration of the lunar perigee and node (when	 1F
these two are aligned with the earth).
The third axis completes a right-handed coordinate system.
After such a coordinate system is established, we define a reference
surface which should be simple mathematically and should approximate as
closely as possible the physical surface of the moon. For the moon the
reference surface chosen is a sphere centered at the origin of the coordinate
system and having a radius of 1738 km.
The ^.ctual determination of the datum on the moon has been done
through astronomic observations and has been solved together with the 	 -
parameters of its rotation and orientation which will be discussed in the third
subsection.
The difficulties in this determination are considerable and we already
mentioned the problem of identifying the center of mass F5.4 J. In order to	 -
define the direction of the spinning axis the rotation has to be observed by a
telescope through the behavior of identifiable points on the moon's surface.
We should remember that 1.'0 as seen from earth is roughly 2 km on the moon.
The classical moon datum has been established in the following manner:
(a) The center of the moon limb at the position of perigee and node aligned
with the earth is declared as a projection of the center of the moon.
(b) The direction of the axis of rotation (defining the inclination of the lunar
equator) and the coordinates of a single point at the center of the moon's
face—Mosting A—are defined from series of telescopic observations of
points (craters) on the surface over long periods of time.
This is the so-called center of figure datum. There are hundreds of
points which have coordinates in this datum mostly obtained from earth-based
moon photography.
Another datum has been defined in the past five or six years beginning
with the Ranger and Surveyor probes and culminating with the Lunar Orbiters
and Apollo spacecrafts.
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The main feature of this datum is that is is centered at the moon's
center of mass. This follows from the solution of the satellite's orbits,
the center of mass of the moon being at one of the foci of the osculating
orbit. As far as the orientation of the rotational axis (inclination of the
equator, the orbital datum is identical to the classical as the orbit
determination programs employ transformations using the same libration
models F5.13].
The relationship between the two datums has not. been determined yet
although some experiements have been initiated using Ranger impact data
[5. 301. As for the reference surface, its determinations seem to be much
more difficult F5.6, 5. 8, 5.11].
We do not have on the moon any surface which can be considered
equipotential. What I mean by this is that on earth we have 75 percent of
the surface covered by oceans. If we can measure or define the shape of
this surface, then we have defined an equipotential surface, the one which
we call the geoid. The geoid on earth is approximated up to t 100 m by the
level ellipsoid which is comparatively simple mathematically and serves as an
equipotential surface. Many people tried to analyze the maria surfaces and
find out if they can be approximately equipotential surfaces. They did not get
conclusive results as it was confirmed that the surfaces are not equipotential,
so that they cannot serve as a substitute to a selenoid (5. 12]. Having such a
surface would enable us to determine the center of mass as a symmetric
point with respect to the surface unless there are excessive mass anomalies on
a large scale F5.14]. The incompatibility of the two datums was demonstrates
when the ranges from the Ranger impact points to the center of mass were
computed. It appeared that the center of the coordinate system defined by the
Ranger was nearer to the surface of the front side of the moon by 2. 5 km as
compared to the one defined by the center of figure datum. This bias was
confirmed by all of the last four Ranger missions [5. 24, 5.25. The deduction
that can be made from this is that the center of mass of the moon is closer to
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earth than the center of figure. This falls together with the tidal bulge of the
moon, namely, that the moon turns the same side to the earth. In general,
we can say that there is no contradiction between the Ranger results and the
existing theories. Some recent results were obtained from landmark sightings
by Apollo 10 on the back side of the moon. The radius vector computed for this
point was about 1740 km. Although these are preliminary computations, with a
little optimism this can be considered as another confirmation of the bias
between center of mass and center of figure as suggested by the Ranger results.
At present the datum problem is still unsolved and it appears that we
would have to solve it prior to the combination of data comi-:g from sources
based on the two different datums.
5. 13 Rotation of the Moon. Libration, and Other Problems
We will discuss now the third subsection—the actual motion of the moon
around its center of mass and with respect to inertial space.
The moon rotates around its axis of rotation with a rather slow rate as
compared to the earth. The period is equal to one sidereal month so that this
rotation combined with the orbital period of one sidereal month results in the
moon facing the earth with the same side. However, the elliptic orbit of the
moon and the second law of Kepler about even areas swept by the radius of an
orbiting body cause the so-called geometrical libration in longitude. 	 Between
perigee and apogee the moon librated in longitude because of the varying
velocity in orbit as opposed to constant rotational velocity. This results in
oscillations with a period of an anomalistic month (perigee to perigee) and an
amplitude of 7°57'.
The rotational axis is inclined with respect to the ecliptic by 90 0 - 1032'.
This combined with the inclination of the orbit with respect to the ecliptic by
5°8'43" causes the so-called geometric libration in latitude with an amplitude
of 6°40'43' r5. 311.
Because of the asymmetric gravity field of the moon (the bulge towards
the earth) L 5. 21, 5. 22], the earth and the sun trigger secondary true
b5	 I
soscillations of a much smaller amplitude but of a more complicated nature
called physical libration or true librations. We should realize that the only
deviations of the moon from a constant rotation rate about a fixed axis with
respect to inertial space are the physical librations. This is why in trans-
forming from a geocentric inertial to a selenocentric (rotating) system all
we need are the physical libration in longitude, in l.Aitude, and in position
angle, or any other equivalent combination of three angles.
The physical libration theory is based on the behavior of a rigid body
under the influence of a force causing it to oscillate (5.5 J. This is how we
distinguish between forced librations (by the earth and the sun) and free
libration in longitude which is analogous to the harmonic motion of a
pendulum. There is still disagreement about the existence of such a free
libration term.
Now the concepts of the center of mass and the center of figure are
implied in the constants of physical libration through their definition and
derivation. As mentioned already with respect to the earth-based control,
the heliometer is the only source for the current version of physical
libration F5.20J. In the past decade an effort has been made to replace the
heliometer with photography. The argument is that photography is superior
to the heliometer for observations from which to reewca the constants of
physical libration. The theory is not going to be altered, of course. The
main gain hoped to be achieved is accuracy. This has been initiated in the
Soviet Union by Gorynya f5. 33] and also in the U. S. by the LPL at Tucson,
Arizona F5.32 1. There is, however, a serious doubt as to the potentials
of the photography for deriving physical libration. Because of the very high
accuracy required and also because of terms with periods of up to ten years
and some even of forty or fifty years, a long period of photographic observation
will be required in order to reach the level of the current physical libration
4 derived from heliometer observations using observational material spanning
practically 80 to 90 years. These limitations of the photographic method hold
if we consider only earth-based observations. Assuming star observations
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conducted from the surface of the moon, the actual motion of the moon with
respect to inertial space would be determined following procedures similar
to those on earth (5. 10]. The consistency between the gravity field of the
moon and the physical libration parameters has been studied by several
investigators. The question is, is there agreement between the gravity
model as solved from tracking the Lunar Orbiter spacecrafts and the
physical libration constants as solved from heliometer observations and
theory [5.16]. Another problem is the possibility that there exists a liquid
core in the moon. In solving the three Eulerian differential equations of
motion the underlying assumption is that we are dealing with a solid body.
The existence of any size of nonsolid core will necessitate a reformulation
of the fundamental equations and result possibly in a new libration theory.
Several investigators have come lately with results that confirm Koziel's
physical libration model [5.. ., 5. 351. William Michael in his discussion
on results from tracking data of the Lunar Orbiters derives the mechanical
ellipticity f as a function of the three principle moments of inertia of the moon
F5.W. His values compare fairly well with the values derived by Koziel
from heliometer observations. Jack Lorell from JPL who developed
independently a spherical harmonics expansion of the gravity potential used
the following technique in his solutions: In some of the solutions he kept
fixed those coefficients that can be derived from Koziel's values 0,
i'
and this constrained solution came out identical to the unconstrained one
which may be interpreted as a demonstration that the constraints (Koziel's
solution) are satisfied by an ordinary free least squares solution. (a, 0 ,
E	 and y are functions of the three principle moments of inertia of the moon
A, B, C, where a ^ , S -CIA , v _ BC )X5.35]. I think this is really
remarkable that results obtained from two totally different modes of
observations agree so well. This is rather reassuring especially considering
a certain uncertainty about the f number (f= A ). Because of a singular point
r
in the linearized form of the Euler equations, two different f's were solved,
S?
F
one at . 63 and another at .75. Now there appears to be no doubt that Koziel's
f = 0. 633 is the more probable solution.
This ends my presentation with the third and last subsection of item 5
about the moon's datum, ephemeris, and motion.
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5.3 Discussion
NANCE: I have one question. It seemed like one of the main data sources
for these planetary ephemerides is the ranging data to the different planetary
probes. It seemed like they somehow ruled out any uncertainty or bias in
the velocity of light. Now is it valid to assume the velocity of light is perfectly
known? To me it seems like whatever error there is in the velocity of light
would affect their processing of the observations. They use one number as
the velocity of light, and if the true velocity of light is varying around this
number it probably wouldn't affect the results too much.
MUELLER: This is fairly obvious but again this boils down to the question of
what kind of standards you are using as a scale. Right now in these works the
constant which is used for the velocity of light is basically the metric standard.
And if it is in error then you have a scale error in your system.
PAPO: It seems that this is a matter of scaling the universe if we consider the
universe as our planetary system. Because in all those rangings they use the
constant of velocity of light in vacuum.
MUELLER: This is the question — whether they use the same number or not.
PAPO: This appears in every catalog that I saw; constants are given which
always include the velocity of light in vacuum.
RANSFORD: You've got an interesting point. For those planets with
atmosphere, of course, the velocity of light will not be constant during the
time of transit. For those planets without atmosphere it would be. But for
Venus, for example, which has a rather heavy atmosphere, I would imagine
the velocity -)f light will be different.
PAPO: I don't think that the thickness of the atmosphere of any planet is of
any significance compared with the vast distances which are ranged in this
case. So it ma y be that during the time that the light is travelling or the
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electromagnetic waves are travelling through the atmosphere it may not be
the same velocity as in a vacuum. But on the whole I think it will introduce
very small variations.
RANSFORD: You mean the transit time through the atmosphere is small
enough.
MUELLER: Well there are really two questions if we want to go into it —
it's sort of out of line here. But going back to this question to the speed of
light I think right now a more serious problem is that all observations made
from the surface of the earth to planets or the distant probes are distorted
by the effect of the earth's ionosphere and troposphere. A breakthrough is
^cL	 needed which probably will come when tracking will be done outside the
atmosphere.
As far as the second question — this timing business — I think one
question really is that ephemeris time, the time which is used in the ephemeris,
p	 is still something which cannot be materialized accurately as far as epoch
is concerned. You have to distinguish between the ephemeris time "theoretical"
and ephemeris time as determined. There is such a thing as a ETO parallel to
the UTO system. i he ETO—the ephemeris time observed—is still based on the
observation on the moon. And that is in turn based on the lunar ephemeris. In
fact, it is based at the moment, as far as I know, on the Brown tables. There
are detectable discrepancies which may indicate that there was something wrong
in the lunar theory used. Eventually, possibly the moon will have to be
abandoned as the object which is observed for the determination of ephemeris
time. ET by definition is what we call a gravitational time, and it has to be
based on the gravitational motion of bodies in the solar system. But we know
that the moon's motion around the earth is not purely gravitational as the moon
is not a perfectly rigid body. The earth isn't either. So from the theoretical
point of view it would be better to use the sun, for example, for ET determinations.
RANSFORD: There is the possibility of computing the orbit of a vehicle in an
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earth-centered coordinate system and through this solving for the center of
mass of the moon, which will make the orbit consistent with a dynamic center
of mass frame of reference. This won't have any relation to any positions
derived from center of figure observations at all. There will be only radar
Doppler mensurements in the orbital solution. This offers a chance to get
away from the center of figure concept.
MUELLER: The only reason why we are interested in a way to find the
relationship between those two is to salvage these ground-based observations.
PAPO: By bringing them to the dynamic center.
MUELLER: The essence of what we are trying to do in this project is to
establish a coordinate system on the moon which is such that all moon re!ated
phenomena can be explained in it and whose earth-based system is well defined.
DRAGG: Regarding the Ranger impact calculations, what they did is, of course,
compare the radius for the trajectory, analyzing obviously the change in the
velocity with respect to the center of mass, and compared that with maps which
were prepared from the earth-based control. The maps themselves, of course,
are sort of a triangulation network. So it turns out, I guess, that the Rangers
have landed in maria areas, but even so the areas that they landed in are not
necessarily 1738 km from the center; they were corrected for local relief.
Something on the order of 2.5 km would show up even in maria. The way they
would know about it is that the sun, as it comes around the limb at 2. 5 km would
cause quite a shadow.
MUELLER: But this will show only the local relief or, in other words, the
'	 relative height of the top of the mountains surrounding the maria, but it won't
tell you what is the position of the whole feature with respect to that sphere.
PAPO: This isn't a result derived from one probe but an average from all five
missions. They landed in different places and this shortening is consistently
shown.
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DRAGG: The standard error is only about 500 or 600 m.
PAPO: I saw a paper in which they tried to derive from the discrepancies
between the Ranger coordinates and the earth-based coordinates of the landing
sights the three biases between the center of mass and center of figure
coordinate systems. This in itself is too optimistic but it shows that the points
	 s
were so much apart that it allowed geometric solution.
RANSFORD: It is significant that the last two potential models which have come
out with any reasonable accuracy improvements (these are the Lorell 106 model
and the R-2 model by Boeing) both predict that the moon would have such an
equipotential surface, that is, the moon will be bulged in the direction of the
earth. This indicates an offset of the center of :Hass from the center of figure.
MUELLER: Of course these coefficients are related to the moments of inertia
and not necessarily to the shape. The whole thing thus can be blamed on the
mass distribution within the moon. I would like to expand this discussion, namely,
is there any topic which we have overlooked in this area or have completely
neglected ?
1(	
NANCE: Back when he was finishing up about the amazing coincidence between
what they got from Orbiter and from Koziel and the rest of this. It seems like
from talking to Lorell and Vegos they more or less accepted the J2 term and
C22 simply from the heliometer observations, and I guess my question is, "Is
this enough to say that we accept the low-order terms and solve for the high
order. " Maybe there is nothing else you can do.
PAPO: What they actually did was that they alternately solved for the spherical
harmonic coefficients, in some cases constraining the J2 and C22 terms and in
another letting them free. The J2 and the J4 terms are strongly correlated in
the particular orbital geometry so it was impossible to solve for both of them and
this is why they constrained the J2 by assigning to it the Koziel value or setting
the J4 as equal to zero. In general this J 2 term has not been fixed in the solution.
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JPL used Koziel's values only for comparison or in other words to find nut if
the gravity model is consistent with the physical libration theory.
NANCE: They cannot come up with an improved JP_ if they don't try.
DRAGG: The J2 term on the earth is about 1000 times larger than any other
term. On the moon they are more or less of the same magnitude which may
be because the moon is essentially a spherical body. Therefore, if you want
to solve for higher coefficients you have to constrain the lower coefficients.
RANSFORD: We are going to continue flying Apollo missions at the rate of
two to three missions per year. Between now and the time you finish your
study, there is going to be time for very little feedback. For example,
something that we learned yesterday which may prove important was the
existance of this 150 point network. We can with Apollo navigation equipment
and Apollo photographs systematically compute positions for them.
If any results of studying the Orbiter systems provide tests which can be
implemented immediately, it would be desirable if you contact Jim or myself.
We cannot wait, this is the point, for the study to be completed before utilizing;
the results.
MUELLER: I had this in mind anyway. We think it will be possible to
establish flexible communications. We feel that very important information can
be obtained from future Apollo missions if some modifications in mission
planning can be introduced. Now whether this is possible or not, that's another
question. We will certainly make the suggestion.
RANSFORD: Those revolutions of landmark tracking, for instance, are necessary
for the navigation people. There's no sense in not tracking something which is
important to others if it can he done. We should try to make a specific effort
to tie these things together. If there are some discrepancies between Orbiter
results and earth-based control, maybe weight can be added to one or the other.
Or maybe we will come up with a third position altogether. It's a tool that we
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certainly should use.
MUELLER: It's really unfortunate that the time span from now to 1973 is so
short. All these experiments related to the moon didn't have a sufficient
planning period. This whole thing would have been much more profitable if
planning would have been done more in advance and other groups consulted.
We are really concerned about this laser experiment, well, putting in this
first laser device was a fine thing but unless two more will be put up there
somehow, its value will not be fully utilized. Another question is related
to the very long base interferometers. I think that somebody should really
consult these people who are knowledgeable in this area. They tell me that
the only thing that you need is a big dish on one end of the baseline and a
small dish on the other end. Now if one of these dishes on the module could
be used....
RANSFORD: The dish on the module is a small one. They are taking one up
there, which is a deployable antenna.
MUELLER: I am not aware, for example, whether these people on the very
long base interferometer were ever contacted in this whole Apollo business.
If an experiment of this type couid be set up, then what we would get from this
is a baseline between the two stations, one on ► r.q earth, the other on the moon,
where the distance could be determined to about the same accuracy as the laser
ranging. But what is more important, directions with respect to inertial space
could be determined to something like .005 of a seoond or even better. Now
this is something which would really in a way be a crime to leave out if it is
feasible.
RANSFORD: It requires an immense amount of power to do the ranging from
an object on the moon. This is the reason why they have to block •-ut any
communication when they range. It takes more power to do ranging than
anything else.
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MUELLER: Let's talk about the post-Apollo plans.
RANSFORD: Three Apollo missions are planned to be on four-month spreads
and then there are probably six missions planned to be on five to six month
spreads. These are Apollo J-missions. Then they are going to interrupt the
series to have the Apollo Applications Program which will last roughly a
year. The Apollo program will then resume until Apollo 20. After Apollo
they will start with the Earth Resources Program which is an extenuation of
the Apollo Applications Program.
The moon, then, will not be totally abandoned, but pretty well abandoned
for quite a while. In between 1973 and whenever they start back on the program
of the manned lunar landings, since they are sending up unmanned rovers I
imagine they will send up unmanned lunar satellites with specific goals in mind.
DRAGG: I have an idea based on the past history of Apollo and Surveyor that
the future developments will depend a lot on what the lunar scientists find
through the first four or five missions. I don't know if anybody can predict
very well what will happen.
RANSFORD: One thing that can be predicted is that in the 1973 area we are
going to be caught, so to speak, with a two to three year lag in equipment
which has come about because of the 19G6-69 era of no advance mission
planning. This is going to essentially ground everything, to be blunt about it.
It was a common thing when I came down here that everybody said, "Oh NASA
is not putting any future missions forward. After Apollo everything is going
to shut down. "
MUELLER: Well I really hope that eventually this lunar control, if it is
going to be established, will be used for mapping too, at least for large
portions of the moon. Maps always come first whet,,per people believe it or not.
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6. ORBIT DETERMINATION AND LUNAR GRAVITY
6. 1 Report by Haim Papo
We tried to break down the orbit determination and lunar gravity into
the following subtopics:
(1) tracking network,
(2) transformation of coordinate systems. In actual orbit determination
programs this stage is not defined explicitly. We oonsidered it
important to look into these transformations as this will enable us to
relate the orbital coordinates to the earth-based mode,
(3) characteristics of the orbit determination programs,
(4) gravity models which are closely related to the orbit determination.
6.11 Tracking Networks
I will begin with the tracking network. We are interested in the lunar
orbit stage of any mission which excludes the tracking of the particular
spacecraft while in a translunar trajectory. If we confine ourselves to this
part of the trajectory, the main stations, in fact the only stations which are
used to track a satellite around the moon, are the stations of the Deep Space
Network ( 6. 23] which are essentially four stations located in Goldstone
California; Woomera, Australia; Madrid, Spain; and Johannesburg, South
	 =
Africa. The stations are of the unified S-band type measuring range and
range rate. The Doppler measurements are of 2- or 3-way Doppl--r type
depending whether the same station is receiving its signals back c,r there
are more stations involved which are getting the signals retransmitted by
the satellite. The frequency sent by the static:- 	 "100 MHz and the
retransmitted frequency is 2300 MHz [6. 231 . There is a series of JPL
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publications in which a detailed description of the hardware is given,
including extensive testing and error analysis in the modes of range and
range rate. The latest estimates about the accuracy of the range and range
rate measurements are t15 m in range and 1 to 2 mm/sec for range rate.
This is the noise level of the hardware which is employed in the Deep Space
Network. Format of the tracking data is standardized and has not been
changed for the past several years. All the tracking data is stored at
Goddard Space Flight Center,6. 9] except for Apollo missions which are
probably stored at MSC. We have the publications giving tracking history
of the Lunar Orbiter missions—the 5 Orbiters [6. 14] and also for the Apollo
mission [6.15]. The information given is on the time, type of tracking data
obtained (2- or 3-way Doppler), etc.
6.12 Transformation of Coordinate Systems
The orbit is usually solved in a selenocentric system with primary plane
and direction parallel to the mean earth equator and equinox 1950. Then the state
vector is transformed to selenographic coordinates using a physical libration
matrix. Comparing the orbit determination programs rf various organizations
(JPL, Boeing, TRW, and the RTCC (Real Time Computer Complex) of MSC
[6.18, 6. 44, 6. 4, 6. 28, 6. 39, 6.27], we noticed that the use of the libration
matrix is not consistent, i. e. , not the same libration matrix has been used in
all the orbit determination programs. This raises the question of the need to
standardize the physical libration matrix. TRW has a study group which is
going to recommend the best libration parameters which are available today.
Most probably these will be Koziel's parameters. We have the document
which :vas published recently by TRW in which the parameters of this
trwisformation are listed [6.27]. These parameters are going to be
ii-icorporated also in the postflight program of Mission Control, the HOPE
program. In fact, in the HOPE program one will be free to apply any model.
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in order to study the effects of the physical libration.
The coordinates of the point M15sting A are not used in any way in
the solution of the state vector; thus there is no explicit use of this "datum
point" in the orbit determination procedure. It may be that these coordinates
are actually enforced by the use of the particular libration model as the
Mbsting A coordinates were solved for simultaneously with the physical
libration parameters.
Having the exact mathematical formulation and ntunerical values for
all the transformations used in the orbit determination programs of interest-
JPI., Boeing [6. 18, 6. 44, 6.4J, HOPE, TRW F6. 28, 6. 27, 6. 34, 6. 37],
RTCC [6. 39, 6. 10 1 , we are now in a position to define exactly the particular
coordinate systems defined by the state vector solutions using any of the
various programs.
6.13 Characteristics of Orbit Determination Programs
The solution of the motion of a satellite of the moon is obtained
through the employment of standard methods of celestial mechanics [ 6. 12,
6. 111 It is based on range and range-rate data alone (no angular
observations). The real time programs use Kalman filtering techniques
[ 6. 39, b. 5, 6.16, 6. 3 11 , while in the postflight programs like the ODP of
.JPL or HOPE of MSC the solution is a weighted least squares solution
utilizing a discrete batch of data or, as it is called, a particular arc length.
The use of range rate data introduces certain determinacy problems in
the solution of the orbit (6. 22], the main way out of this problem being the
use of long arcs. Studies have been vonducted on the effect of the geometry
of the orbit on the accuracy of the orbital elements [6.42]. Because of
poorly ki,own gravity field and poor geometry in some cases the covariance
matrix of the state vectors is too optimistic, and a method has been
developed to feed back the Doppler residuals in order to bring the covariance
matrix to 1 more realistic level [6. 19!. The covariance matrix of the state
I
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vector has been the subject of many other studies F6. 17, 6.40], the main
problem being in general the effect of unmodeled errors. Another problem
that has been treated extensively is the are length that will allow the best
solution and be the least affected by the uncertainties in the gravity field.
Boeing and JPL tried several configurations of long- and short-arc
solutions using real data. They began with arcs of one revolution and went
further to ten and even thirty revolutions. The best results obtained were
from about ten hours arc length which is the equivalent of five revolutions.
Using short arcs the solution is pretty undeterminate. On the other hand,
in a short arc the unmodeled perturbations do not have sufficient time to
distort the orbit.
We can see that the orbit determination techniques for moon
satellites have been developed with an eye on the gravity model problem which
today appears to be far from being solved.
6.14 Gravity Models
Before any space flights were performed, we already had a fairly good
estimate of the three princi pal moments of inertia of the moon from
astronomic observations. The first satellite in orbit around the moon obtained
much more information about the gravity field. This is indicated by a long list
of investigations based on the tracking data of the Lunar Orbiters and also on
the Russian Luna satellites. They range from theoretical studies on the
utilization of the data and error analysis X6.46] through preliminary results
from parts of the data F 6. 1, 6, 25, 6. 29, 6. 31 ]to semifinal results F6. 7, 6. 32.
6. 301. The main problem encountered in the analysis of the Lunar Orbiter
data was the so-called "perilune wiggle"— large Doppler residuals around
the perilune points (6.24]. The solution for this problem was introduced
by the mass concentrations theory— "mascon"—of Muller and Sjogren of JPL.
Essentially, instead of developing the lunar gravity field into spherical
harmonics as was done before, they superimposed mass concentrations of
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varying magnitudes and locations over a simple triaxial model of the moon
(containing two or three low order and degree spherical harmonics) 6. 49].
An instructive summary of the various approaches in the solution of the
lunar gravity field is given by Kaula F6.20]. Simple gravity models for use
by the onboard computer of Apollo have been developed F6.61 and are being
developed designed to fit the Apollo-type orbits [6. 381. Many investigations
were made to check the solutions from the Lunar Orbiter versus Koziel's
three moments of inertia F6. 26, 6. 301 and also the search of correlation
between the topography and the spherical harmonics model f6. 33, 6.471.
However, all the gravity models that we have today are handicapped by the
limited variety of inclinations of the four Orbiters used for deriving it.
These inclinations are approximately 10°, 20°, and 85°. In addition, we do
not have any tracking data from the back side of the moon, the only way out
being to make all kinds of assumptions about symmetry, etc. Any paper
written on the subject concludes that there is little more that can be done
to improve the existing models from presently available observations.
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6.3 Discussion
WOLLENHAUPT: In lunar Orbiter we are not currently using ranging data
Th-I data is available; we do not use that particular data type mainly becausu
of limitations in the earth and lunar ephemerides. But we've also found that
given a sufficient are length, the fact that you add ranging data in does not
significantly improve your orbit solution. i guess the second thing would be
that the Apollo network does not use DSN stations. They are very similar
in that the design is the same.
PAPO: I would like to clarify this. You mean that you have a station antenna:
at Goldstone which is particularly used to track Apollo spacecrafts?
WOLLENHAUPT: That is correct. There is a Manned Space Flight Networl.
or MSFN station there which is only Apollo. Now we have a backup or maN he
you have heard it referred to as a wing site. This is a second set of electrornit-
hardware which shares a DSN antenna. Now, the systems are designed the
same, and only when you get down into station locations does it make a
difference. The location of the MSFN station is not as well defined as it is
for the Deep Space Network antenna. Now, first of all, the way in which yoi.
locate a station is solved for from lunar or planetary tracking data. the do
not have that kind of data available to solve for the MSFN station location.
And some of the surveys are off quite a bit when you think in terms of island-
A lot of our stations are located on islands.
MUELLER: You mentioned the 15 m and 1 mm/sec accuracy values. I
suppose you are really talking about precision figures coming from the
analysis of the residuals. How clid you estimate how accurate these
observations are, including the effects of ionosphere, troposphere, and
so forth? What type of systematic errors is it reasonable to assume exist?
What can be removed?
\VOLLENHAUPT: The resolution of it is properly stated. We really don't
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have to worry about refraction type corrections. You have the luxury of
being able to discard low elevation data, usually, (below 10 degrees or
something like that) so we can put a step in there so we only process data
with certain elevation limits.
MUELLER: Is the Doppler a one frequency or two frequencies?
W'OLLENHAUPT: No, it's a single frequency. What it looks like, you
transmit up at about 2100 MHz. The spacecraft looks like a frequency
multiplier and it sends it back at 2:300 MHz.
MUELLER: Arid even with the single frequency you say that the effect of
refraction doesn't seem to be bothering you too much.
WOLLENHAUPT: It certainl y isn't the type of error that we ultimately wind
up talking about.
PAPO: Going back to Apollo tracking. We know that the Lunar Orbiter
tracking data is located at Goddard Space Center, and it is stored there on
tapes and cataloged in such a way that you can ask for a particular segment
of tracking data, and you would probabl} • get it in terms of a week or so.
I don't know what is the case with Apollo tracking data. Is it located in
Goddard or somewhere else?
XVOLLENHAUPT: Goddard is the central library for all metric tracking
data. We also have it down here and that's the type of stuff we retain on file.
There is no need to get all this lunar orbit data down here, we only work with
the segments that we are interested in. Here at MSC it is more or less a user
type tape library, whereas Goddard would be more systematic.
MUELLER: You mean no one is getting the data from Goddard but you?
WOLLENHAUPT: Some people are. Langley picked up some, and in fact
that's normally where they get it from rather than come down here to us all
the time. Langley, as far as Lunar Orbiter is concerned, does have a
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complete file. JPL also probably has a complete file.
DRAGG: When you are talking about the libration being the same between
the orbit data and the earth-based control on the basis of heliometer
measurements, do we have a potential shift there or an error because of
any type of correction for the tracking data, to station positions to the
coordinate systems for the earth? In the last ten years the heliometer
measurements which might be corrected for topocentric positions could
have significant changes from station positions as they were known a
hundred years ago.
PAPO: Can I clarify the question? Are you asking whether in the Koziel
solution which is used now by the orbit determination people he (Koziel)
used any data on the positions of the observatories from which the heliometer
observations were done?
DRAGG: I think all the observations are probably corrected to some
topocentric positions on the earth with respect to the center of the earth.
I was wondering what effect the differences between the nominal and true
geocentric coordinates of the heliometer observatories may have on the
parameters of physical libration.
PAPO: From the latest things published on physical libration, it appears
that Koziel used the same sets of existing hel.ometric observations and
didn't change the coordinates of the observatories. He changed the method
of reduction using a rigorous least squares solution. Secondly, he recognized
the existence of singular point for the value of the mechanical ellipticity 'T'.
In his solution he took care to avoid values of 'T' around this point. Otherwise
he didn't use anv modern observational data in his solution.
DRAGG: I just thought I can bring a potential source of propagating error at
lunar distance.
PAPO: I don't know if there is information on the coordinates of those
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observatories (geocentric coordinates) like for the tracking stations. The
locations from whit'.. he heliometers were operated are known, such as
Kasan, Breslau, etc. I don't know enough on the method of reduction of
heliometer observations in order to give an estimate of errors in libration
that could be caused by errors in the station coordinates.
MUELLER: Are you saying that the physical libration and all the other
parameters are computed with respect to the center of figure? It seems
that by formulating the problem through the differential equations you
enforce the center of mass.
PAPO: The measurements that led to this solut i on are made with respect
to a center of figure coordinate system. In addition, by adopting a particular
value for the radius we enforce rather the center of figure and not the center
of mass into the solution. In other words, we are assuming a priori that the
points are on a sphere with a fixed radius. However, this area should be
looked into more carefully.
NVOLLENHAUPT: I would like to clarify the things a little bit related to some
of the things •:4e have done. Regarding the ephemeris you described, different
versions have been used including one which you did not list as it is not their
export version yet. This is a tape which is much better than the DE 19. It is
known as DE 67 or the integrated tape. First of all, you made a statement
that we always work in geocentric; this is not quite true. We work the problem
about the central body, that is, we switch over to the moon when in the lunar
sphere of influence. Now I found no appreciable difference in estimated
subvehicle point locatior, when processing the data with several different
ephemerides. The instantaneous points correspond to camera on time.
PAPO: But you are using the same libration matrix.
WOLLENHAUPT: As far as the libration, we have done studies on thh; and it
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looks as though ^+e are talking on the 900 ft level clue to libration
PAPO: I saw that the latest (TR\\) inclination. (i) differs from the ore used
before by as much as 40" which on the lunar surface is about 350 m. And
this is a systematic difference that should be eliminated right from the
beginning
WOLLENHAUPT: This is true, but these are other error sources such as
lunar gr:.rvity model and camera pointing uncertainty which are much larger
than libration errors. There is nothing to be gained by reprocessing the
Dopnier tracking data since the orbit solutions are not sensitive to ephemeris
errors. These errors do affect the use of ranging data, but, as I mentioned
before, we do .iot use this data type.
PAPO: I'ou cannot hold the ephemeris fixed and give full weight to the ranges
because they may not be falling well together.
V, OLLENHAUPT: We could use the ranging data if we adjusted the relative
weights, or for that matter we , -, Id even solve for the earth--moon scalar which
relates to the distance. Again, addition of this data type would net improve the
orbit solutions. We have done this for the Ranger and Surveyor work— actuall\
solved for that and taken out an y radial errors that we have in the ephemeris.
MUELLER: It is still not clear to me what kind of parameters %A,-ere used in th`
transformations used to convert your orbital parameters in the equatorial system
to state vcctors.
WOLLENHAUPT: in the Orbiter results, the transformations of JPL have been
used. This is a Kalensher's transformation documented :., JP1, TR 32-41.
That will show yr ; what they apparentl y used for celenographic transformations.
PAPO: I am familiar with what TR\V did, They have a very well-defined set of
t_ansformations they use in their orbit determination progrmns which is now
incorporated in the HOPE program.
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NVOLLENHAUPT: This is true. But the Orbiter results to date are strictly
based on JPL transformations.
PAPO: This is the same program that was used later by Boeing with small
modifications in the solution of the Lunar Orbiter orbits. I haven't seen,
however, any report on what the Boeing modifications have been
MUELLER: I am still trying to find out whether or not we know how these
state vectors were computed from the orbital parmeters.
PAPO: I have thematerial in which this is described in detail. Maybe Mr
Wollenhaupt can tell us more on the orbit determination program of JPL and
its use with modifications by Boeing.
NVOLLENHAUPT: These were mainly changes in the output. They were not
basic modifications in the logic and the math method used, so I think that
the documentation that you can find on the JPL program will give you a very
clear idea of what is going on in the orbit determination program. They had
the freedom to change this, but I don't think that they did. I haven't checked
everything that has been done on Orbiter. We discussed the question should
we go over and use Eckhardt s or should we stay with Kalensher's transforma-
tion. We decided it would be Lest to stay with Kalensher since all of the
Orbiter work wasn't going to b-- redone and we may want to maintain some
ki..d of compatibility.
MERCHANT: I have a question. Do we know enough about the processing of
data according to the JPL method so that we can come up with a covariance
matrix of the positional parameters of the exposure station'?
XVOLLENHAUPT: No covariance matrix that you can believe in.
MERCHANT: Is this because of the geometry of the problem in solving for the
parameters of the orbit'?
WOLLENH?.UPT: Because of the lack of knowledge of the gravitational field.
The covariance that you get will reflect only the noise of the observations; it
will be very optimistic. You don't know ho-w Lo model these systematic effects
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on the state vector. 'fake the latest photo support data reductions—now the
covariance would be based on a state vector plus solving for ten spherical
harmonic coefficients and perhaps maybe for several biases. That would
still be very optimistic. Even if they have solved or ten gravity coefficients,
they still have not solved for the right thing. And so the covariance matrix
would be unbelievable. Now we have the problem in Apollo constantly.
Therefore, we use finite difference covariance matrices. We said we are
looking for the best estimate of the errors over n revolutions of propagation,
and so we looked all over a pass to come up with what the estimate is. And
guess what' We don't know how to propagate it so all we can tell you is what
the errors are at a given point, the initial point, and what you would wind up
with is how do you get from point A to point B. We cannot do it. We simply
don't know how to model the problem.
PAPO: The geometry of the range-rate observations used for the determination
of an orbit is such that even if gravity was known well you still are no t able t^,
solve separately for the longitude of node and for the argument of per: .;ae :end
for inclination because they are very strongly correlated. Now this leads to a
weakness of the soiutinn.
WOLLENHAUPT: If you know the gravity model well, you could use a large
number of revolutions of tracking data to obtain the orbit solution.
PAPO: You mean that the vector of the earth-moon centers would move to an
angle that would allow a solution?
W'OLLENHAUPT: You may take ten revolutions, maybe twenty if you can
afford it, in the machine you are using. Currently this cannot be done because
of the gravity field. You cannot hang that many revolutions of data together
and obtain a believable orbit solution.
MUELLER: When you talk about gravity model. do you mean b .y that the
gravity models that are built in these programs or are y'ni talking about the
present knowledge of the gravity field including the mascons.
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WOLLENHAUPT: We have followed every possible direction in the lookout
for the best gravity model. This is the state of the art now. The real time
program can go now up to the 15th degree and order spherical harmonic
representation, but we only use four coefficients right now. In postflight
programs we can use mascons plus harmonic coefficient data. Using
short arcs with the Orbiter data, the pr,)blem may be station geometry
because they may have had only one station tracking. The Orbiter photography
wasn't optimized in terms of orbit determination, in terms of tracking coverage.
It is nice to sit Back in retrospect and say, "Why didn't we track.... "; but if you
are supporting four or five missions with only a finite number of tracking
stations something has to give, so you end up short of data. The MSFN was not
built at that time. in the Apollo missions we have many stations looking at it
at one time and can use shorter data arc lengths.
MUELLER: III 	 short-arc solutions how many parameters do you solve for?
NVOLLENHAUPT: We solve strictly for Cartesian state; that is, the six
position and velocity elements.
MUELLER: The goodness of a short-arc solution depends very much on how
good your initial parameters are. How do you get these on the moon?
WOLLFNHAUPT: You are not really dependent on the initial guess. Eight
or ten minutes of data will bring you back. The program will converge with
a very small amount of data.
MUELLER: The program then does solve for the initial parameters as well.
\VOLLENHAUPT: That is right. Let us say we solve for the state. We pick
up the first data point, and solve for the state vector which minimizes the sum
of the squares of the residuals over the entire arc.
PAPO: From Boeing and JPL reports on experimenting with short and long
arcs using Orbiter tracking data it appears that short arcs did not give them
satisfactory orbit solutions. They tried longer arcs until they were limited by
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the gravity model. This way they found out that 600-minute arcs fit them best.
«'OLLENHAUPT: Their short-arc solutions were limited b y the amount of
tracking data available. In many cases, only one station could be tracking
during a revolution. Let me tell you about their criteria. Or, how they
determined that five revolutions was a good optimum are length. They
photographed a feature on the moon bIN- several different Orbiters. Now
really that thing should be in the same place, no matter how manN times
you photograph it. So they would experiment with data from Orbiters,say II.
III, and V, that photographed the same object. The objective was to determine
which data processing method would 10eld the most consistent estimate of a
given lunar feature photographed by several different vehicles. They came
up with the conclusion that th-- .N- needed something on the order of five
revolutions. In order to minimize the effect of the gravity field, trey solved
for ten harmonic coefficients, not tr y ing to improve the harmonic coefficients
but simple to minimize the effect of uncertainties in the gravit y field on their
final solution.
PAPO: Actually half a pass. You don't have any observations from the back
side of the revolution.
WOLLENMAUPT: That is right, a front side pass as opposed to these long
ones. Number one in Apollo we don't solve for gravity harmonics, we only
solve for the state vector. And the reason we came to this conclusion is that
by processing the various are lengths we find that we have smaller local
errors with a one-pass solution.
It has been our experience to date that the more data you use
without somehow solving for the gravity field, the poorer fit you get in a
least squares sense. You do need the longer arcs in order to define the
orbit elements, but must solve for the gravity coefficients somehow to get
around that problem even if you are solving for the wrong thing, for the
wrong coefficients. And if you could solve for them, say, on different
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days, you will get entirely different iwinbei b.
PAPO: You don't need those higher-order gravity coefficients; you don't
believe in them because every other day you get different numbers. Still
for whatever purposes you need the state vector and the moon coordinates,
if for navigation or for mapping (in the photogrammetric solution), you have
to have the best available state vector for a particular epoch. How does this
fit with solving for those unneeded coefficients? Let us say that in both
cases you will converge and come up with a solution. Which solution will
be better? The one in which you didn't smooth the data artificially by
introducing those coefficients or the one in which you did solve for them.
Which state vector will be better?
WOLLENHAUPT: A considerable amount of work has been done with the
data trying to get those values which they have. The solution where you
solve for gravity coefficients is much better than if you do not.
MUELLER: This is probably due to the type of model that is used. If you
could follow the variations of the orbital parameters by some other means
than trying to describe the gravity field, then, of course, you would have
to solve for those parameters. But somehow you have to have a model in
your solution depending on the nature of the variations of your orbital
parameters, an empirical formula, for example, describing some of the
parameters. The question that I have is really, "When these parameters are
solved for, do they assign some kind of an a priori constraint to them or let
them completely loose in the solution?"
WOLLENHAUPT: Most of them are not constrained at all. They do not solve
for basic coefficients like J 2 or C22 the triaxial coefficients. The rest of
them are run free. Now you can't say that these solutions would give you
knowledge of the value because then you have to go and look at what is the
period of this particular coefficient. If you are going to solve for the
coefficients, you have to look at the problem a little bit differently. The
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partials are not zero, otherwise you would not get an estimate for them.
Let us say that in this solution you also decided to solve for the mass of
the earth. You won't get anything. In that case the partials are zero for
a vehicle orbiting the moon in a short time span.
DRAGG: Are there in any of these solutions hyperbolic functions or things
like that. In the early days of earth orbit determination the Smithsonian
wrote their program which included hyperbolic functions and all kinds of
different mathematical expressions not knowing what one is going to get
exactly.
WOLLENHAUPT: No one has taken an approach or is working with an
approach other than spherical harmonics.
MERCHANT: How much faith do you have in these harmonics as
representing the actual gravity field and not just solving for other systematic
things that haven't been accounted for?
WOLLENHAUPT: Would you define what you mean by systematic things?
MERCHANT: Well, going back to the same old problem that we set up a
mathematical model to estimate the parameters in an adjustment and solve
for a set of parameters that minimizes the residuals. Now the question
arises, do these parameters have a direct relationship to the physical
cause that they were attributed to in the model or is there this process in
least squares called compensation, meaning that we have absorbed some
other things that have not been modeled?
WOLLENHAUPT: It is true. It could possibly absorb other things but these
are of a much lower order. One example might be if you are familiar with
the mascons. 'There they used one pass of data and located or solved for
concentrations of mass which would account for the accelerations they saw
on the Doppler. The more noted ones are Imbrium, Serenitatis, the larger
maria. If you now take one of Bill Michael's models, say the 13 degree, 13
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order model and look at the potential surface from that and one from the
mascons you will find a very good agreement on the front side; however
the 13 x 13 makes the backside look like a washboard and the mascon
approach simply says "I don't know anything about that, I don't have any
data there. I know something only about the front side. " I think this is
one of the limiting things in really solving the gravity problem.
MUELLER: Eventually, of course, this problem can be solved. If
satellite-to-satellite tracking becomes reality it would allow us to look at
the satellites behind the moon. I am sure that this is coming.
WOLLENHAUPT: We have tried for so long to put something in polar
orbit with relay satellites to get front and backside data. You see right
now the data is of a very high resolution, but it only guesses about the
backside by trying to minimize the pass-to-pass discontinuities.
MERCHANT: Well, this is sort of the same problem—compensation-
that I was referring to. Evidently these numbers that are being taken on
by the suggestion of higher-order terms are to some extent absorbing
things on the front which don't propagate to anything realistically on the
back, so apparently they aren't purely gravitational perturbations; these are
other things.
WOLLENHAUPT: We are quite sure they are not systematic hardware
errors or, say, multipath types, or solar radiation. There is a whole
shopping list of items that have been investigated to see whether there were
not indeed certain systematic errors. The history of the problem is that it
came out on the early Orbiters. If you looked at those, they had a high
apolune and, of course, a low perilune for the photography. Now you could
fit data during the high apolune portions, and you would come up with 1 mm/sec
random noise looking beautiful. But everytime that you go through perilune,
you got a wiggle and the problem was really called the perilune wiggle problen;.
So all of it looked that way, and we finally asked them to put one down into
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circular orhit witiA the remaining fuel. Then we had an orbit wiggle. During
this first part in 1966 when they got this, they tore the whole system apart
trying to see if there wasn't some systematic error either in the tracking
station, the design of it, or ephemerides; solar radiation, multipath, and I
think just about everything has been ruled out.
MUELLER: Are there discussions to put a synchronous type of satellite
around the moon?
WOLLENHAUPT: Yes, we keep trying for that plus a radar altimeter. If
not anything else, we may figure out what the basic shape of the moon is.
MUELLER: With the radar altimeter you have the same problem of how to
get the data back from the back side of the moon.
WOLLENHAUPT: If you get approval to do such a thing what you have to
have is a recorder and just record on the back side. The problem is that
you may need high density recording, high bit rate in which case you have
only a certain amount of time.
MUELLER: The altimeter could give you some answers possibly in a
bootstrapping type of operation, but the topography varies so much on the
back side of the moon that the real question is what will its value be from
the point of view of gravitational parameters. On the other hand you just
could use a range rate device on a synchronous type satellite which would
track yoursatellite on the back side of the moon.
WOLLENHAUFT: That is great but what would i t require? To cover the
entire moon you have to have a polar orbit. Now if we can get this altimeter
and/or relay satellite with Apollo, then what you said is very true. The only
knowledge in local space is defined as the one near the round track. That
knowledge would be extremely useful. To really solve the potential problem
you need a longterm polar with a relay satellite and even then the amount of
work involved in reducing the data would almost preclude its use for lunar
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mission applications.
About the gravity field again. In addii.ion to the mascon work, both
Langley (Dr. Michael) and JPL (J. Lorell) are investigating the lunar gravity
problem. The Langley approach is to solve for harmonic coefficients directly
from the data, just expand the solution set; whereas Lorell's approach
attempts to fit the mean Keplerian elements and derive coefficients in this
manner. Now the point mass work is basically done by Sjogren, Muller, and
Dr. P. Gottlieb at JPL. Now they've done it both ways with only a spherical
moon as central body force and with a triaxial. There was some question
about arriving at false conclusions by using some basic spherical model
underneath. So they did go back and redid it with a spherical body and found
no appreciable difference. We are investigating models here at MSC or
attempting to come up with some combination, perhaps spherical and point
masses. Only we are looking for a different thing, mainly we are looking for
a model which enables us to maintain effective mission control for short
periods. Maybe it is goad to put in perspective now. The Orbiter
photography is dominated by the gravity problem. Apollo navigation is not
necessarily so. We come up with very good local solutions by deveLoping
techniques which minimize the effect of gravity uncertainties. For Apollo
work and Apollo photography, I think we can do mush better than with the
Orbiter. Frankly, now i think none of the local solutions are off any more
than 1000-2000 ft.
MUELLER: Are there any other questions or comments?
PAPO: About the gravity field. Do you think there are prospects for some
improvement ?
WOLLENIiAUPT: The prospect for improvement looks kind of grim right
now. The serious lack of data is that you don't have anything from the
backside. I am not saying that you cannot come up with techniques that
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would improve or come up with improvements in the gravity field, right now
this does not warrant reprocessing the Orbiter data. But it l(,,)ks grim for a
general solution for the gravity field.
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7. MISCELLANEOUS EXPERIMENTS
7. 1 Report by R. McLean
7.11 Three-Inch Lunar Mapping Camera
The objective of the three-inch lunar mapping camera experiment is to
obtain high quality metric photographs of the moon from lunar orbit in combina-
tion with time correlated stellar photography for geodetic-cartographic control.
Reference [7.201 explains why the three-inch camera was chosen instead of a
six-inch camera as proposed in [7.51. A six-inch focal length camera with
wide-angle lens, precise tinting, and attitude control would probably best
satisfy the requirements for a lunar mapping camera. For selenodetic
purposes nevertheless, the most promising camera meeting the metric
requirement with due consideration for time and cost is a three-inch camera.
Its advantages over the six-inch camera are: (1) smaller and lighter, (2) less
film required, (3) partially developed with shorter delivery time, (4) less
expensive.
Reference 17.91 provides technical and engineering information and
operational requirements of the three-inch camera system. The mapping
camera system will consist of a metric quality mapping camera utilizing five-
inch film coupled to a. stellar camera. The stellar camera will provide an
attitude reference for data reduction of the mapping camera film. The mapping
camera will have a three-inch focal length and 74 0
 x 74 0 field of view, producing
a 92 x 92 nm format at 60 nm altitude. The camera will be oriented such that
the terrain lens will be pointed at nadir and the stellar lens will point at the
stellar field 90° from the direction of Eight. Photographs will be taken with
55% to 601, overlap to provide stereoscopic imagery. In a near-equatorial
lunar mission three terminator-to-terminator passes will provide horizon-to-
horizon coverage. Although it is obvious that a polar orbit would yield generally
t
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superior coverage, this type of mission is not planned in the Apollo series.
It is expected that the three-inch mapping camera will be ready for the
Apollo 16 mission. Photogrammetric calibration of the camera will include:
(1) determination of the equivalent focal length,
(2) specification of the principal point of auto-collimation,
(3) specification of the point of best symmetry,
(4) calibrated focal length,
(5) determination of.radial distortion,
(6) determination of tangential distortion and the axis of zero tangential
distortion,
(7) determination of the coordinates of all fiducial marks,
(8) measurement of the coordinates of all reseau marks, with corrections
for the effects of radial and tangential distortion,
(9) furnishing of a platen contour plot,
(10) measurement of the resolving power of the lens,
(11) upon request, furnishing ten star field photographs suitable for use in
stellar calibration.
Photometric calibration will include:
(1) determination of the absolute average transmission of light in the
spectral band,
(2) determination of the lens-film modulation transfer function,
(3) determination of the repeatability and mean deviation from average
exposure time for open-shutter time,
(4) examination of vignetting effects,
(5) measurement of veiling glare.
System calibration will include:
(1) camera alignment,
(2) synchronization of all shutters.
The optical design data of the three-inch mapping lens is contained in [7.7]
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7. 12 Laser Ranging Retro-Reflector
The objective of the laser ranging retro-reflector (LRRR) is to reflect
laser radiation beamed from one or more earth-based stations. The LRRR
will reflect laser radiation incident upon it on a path nearly parallel to the
incident beam, with maximum return expected when the retro-reflector array
is nearly normal to the incident radiation. It will serve as a fiducial point on
the surface of the moon, allowing an accurate determination of the moon's
size and orbit, and variations in the geocentric latitudes of the earth-based
laser sites. Measurements of the longitude of the moon relative to earth
using the earth's rotation and one or two laser sites spaced 90 0 in longitude
apart will help determine the possibility of a slow secular decrease in the
gravitation constant.
The LRRR is described in detail in [7. 6, 7. 181, while [7. 4, 7. 10, 7.19]
describe in detail the conducting of the experiment.
The LRRR array consists of one hundred retro-reflector corner cubes
held in an aluminum panel with ten corners on a side. The reflectors are made
of highly homogeneous fused silica 3.8 cm (1.5 in) in diameter. The reflectors
are uncoated and use total internal reflection. Control of the temperature
gradient is achieved by recessing each reflector by one-half its diameter into
a circular socket. each reflector is mounted with a teflon ring to provide
thermal isolation. The reflector will perform under essentially isothermal
conditions throught the lunar nights and most of lunar days. At no time
during a lunar day are temperature gradients expected to degrade the optical
performance to less than 40% of the maximum value. The package will have
a useful life of ten years or more. The array is characterized by a ratio of
energy return to normally incident 6943 angstroms laser energy of about
5 x 10" ema/steradian during the lunar night. References [7. 1, 7. 2, 7. 3, 7. 8,
7. 11, 7. 12, 7. 13, 7. 14] provide background material with mathematical
formulas. These references describe in detail the results that can be
expected from this experiment.
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The Apollo 11 astronauts left one LRRR at the landing site. At this time
no knowledge is available concerning the success of the various observatories in
ranging on this instrument. It is planned to carry a reflector on all manned
landings. Very possibly the first and second manned landings will be widely
separated in longitude, but not in latitude. With longitudinal separation we can
improve our knowledge of the physical librations of the moon in longitude which
will in turn improve our knowledge of the shape of the lunar equator.
7. 13 Padar Studies of the Moon
The objective of the radar studies of the moon conducted by Cornell
University and MIT Lincoln Laboratory is to conduct experiments involving use
of a microwave antenna and several computers to produce radar maps of the
moon.
Radar mapping of the moon can be used effectively to supplement the
results of optical observations by earth-based telescopes. Radar has an
advantage over optical methods in that certain quantitative changes in the
polarization and absorption of reflected signals resulting from transmissions
at different wave lengths give an insight into the depth and nature of the
surface layer; also a fairly accurate determination of range and surface
features can be made.
References [7. 15, 7. 16, 7. 17, 7. 21, 7.22] give the current status of
this program, along with mathematical formulas and detailed description of
the system.
The work now being undertaken includes simultaneous mapping. in two
orthogonal polarizations, of the entire lunar surface at the high resolution
(„ 2 x 2 km) available at 3.8 cm with the Haystack planetary radar system.
The mapping of the moon makes use of three phases of computer
programming: (1) the :eal time, (2) the Fourier transformation, (3) the final
calibration and assembly.
The cartographic projections which are the end product match those of
the lunar aeronautical chart (LAC) series (Mercator projection near the
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equator, two Lambert conformal projections in the mid-latitudes, and a polar
stereographic projection above 80 0 latitude).
The early results of this program indicate that the radar information is
more complete and accurate than the earth-based optical information at the
limbs of the moon, but the reverse is true for the central portion. Work has
already commenced to study the utilization of this principle for mapping Mars.
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7.3 Discussion
MUELLER: Is there any hope that the equatorial belt will be covered all around
by the three-inch camera?
HILL: I would say no. Mainly because of the lighting.
RANSFORD: The Apollo missions are set up such that they land at roughly
sunrise rather than at sunset, and therefore have the full length of the lunar
day for surface activities. It would take a sunset landing to photograph the
rest of the surface which is not covered now.
MUELLER: When do you think something more definite will be known about
these missions ?
DRAGG: It changes by day, by hour, by minute, and by second.
RANSFORD: The mission assignments are changed from mission to mission,
and there will never be one ironclad set of mission assignments, I am sure.
MUELLER: Is anyone pushing this photography in mission planning?
RANSFORD: Yes, I think these people are.
MERCHANT: On this landing mission that you apply photography with a
three-inch camera, what altitude will the photography be flown?
RANSFORD: This depends a lot on what they decide to do insofar as descent burn.
There has been some talk of starting off and, instead of going into a 60 x 60
nautical mile orbit, going into a 60 x 8 nautical mile orbit with the CSM at the
second LOI burn. This has not been absolutely decided one way or the other. If
they stay with the present status. of course, it will be 60 nautical miles above the
surface; but if they change, it will be somewhere between 60 and 8 miles.
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MUELLER: Is there any kind of altimeter or anything like this planned?
RANSFORD: I don't know one way or the other, but it is something which is
being given some serious consideration.
MERCHANT: If you had an altimeter on it you would complete the information
we need for a really strong solution analytically.
MUELLER: Except for the coverage.
MERCHANT: Yes, except for the coverage. You would have good angular as
well as scale informatu e n; therefore you should come up with a fairly decent
solution of photography. But it would not be related to anything, absolutely.
PAPO: What Merchant says is especially true if they use this photography in
improving our knowledge of the actual trajectory of the space capsule at the
time of taking the picture and by this, of course, improving our knowledge of
the gravity field. By not having the scale coming from the trajectory, but
coming from the altimeter would strengthen our solution on our check of the
trajectory of the state vector and along the path.
MERCHANT: And, in short, what you would have would be an extremely
consistent internal network.
MUELLER: As an item in this group of investigations we also should look
into the possible uses of very long baseline interferometers on the moon.
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